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Weather forecast
- ff'miHH1

Fair with local thunderstorms tonight
or Thursday.

VOL. XXXIV.

NO.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

sity, who has been officiating as
Roosevelt professor at the University
of iierlin, was married here today to
Benson Bennett Sloan, a prominent
New York stock broker. The ceremony was performed in the American
chapel of St. George's and was followed by n breakfast at the Hotel
Bayrischer Hof.
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THE TELEPHONE TANGLE.
Denver, June 1. District Judge
John II. Denlsou today sustained a
demurrer to the answer filed in ouster proceedings against the Mountain
TO
LOR
States Telephone and Telegraph company, by virtue of which it is determined that the company has no right
to the use of the highways of Den-ev- r
for its telephone poles and other
constructions, and that it is at presBRITAIN WILL NOT BUILD.
ent a trespasser.
McREY-NOLDTHE NATION TO THE WEST NOT
GENERAL
London, .lime 4. The British gov- ATTORNEY
The suit was brought by O. C. Wilernment lias no intention of building
SATISFIED WITH ANSWER
"DISSOLUTHINKS
son, a tax payer, to test the validity
' TO HER PROTEST.
a big naval station at Kingston, JaTION" DID NOT DISSOLVE
of the telephone company's claim of
maica, as a consequence of the comperpetual franchise in the streets of
pletion of the Panama canal, accordto
HER
an
made
announcement
TONE
IS DIGNIFIED
today
ing
MISCARRIAGE , OF
JUSTICE Denver.
by Winston Spencer Churchill, first
FATHER HELPS SON.
lord of the admiralty.
DOCUMENT
IS ARGUMENTATIVE
WHOLE SCHEME LOOKS TO HIM
Denver, June 4. C. A. Roberts toAND
PRESENTS
NOTHING
court
in
AN
ATTEMPT
TO
suit
the
district
LIKE
filed
A
day
MILITARY WEDDING.
LIKE AN ULTIMATUM.
asking $7,000 damages against the
AVOID OBEYING LAW
Philadelphia, Pa., June 4. Six lieu;
Denver school board. Roberts filed
tenants of the United States army
the suit as "next friend-- to his son,'
served hh ushers at the wedding toBOYCOTT
CALIFORNIA
TAX who was dismissed rrora the high TO
EXCISE
of Miss Carlotta Damon La
day
of
schoo'i
because
order
the
board
Mrs.
Mr.
of
and
by
Lanne, daughter
he was charged with being a member MIKADO'S KINGDOM SHOWS DISCharles P. La Lanne, and Lieutenant THINKS A GRACUATED
DUTY
of a Greek letter
frat. Forty-siLindsay C. Herkness, U. S. A. The
POSITION TO RETALIATE FOR
UFON TOBACCO MANUFACwere
other
in
'noon
expelled
at
was
pupils
by the
ceremony
performed
LAND LEGISLATION.
TURES WOULD BE GOOD
same order of the board.
the Tenth ITesbyteriau chinch.
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Sandusky,

FRIENDS

EDITION

SCARED.

4.
Fast
June
o.,
launches are searching Lake Krie in
the vicinity of Putin liiy for Harry
Atwood, the aviator, who left
Can., to cross the lake to
He should have arrived
Sandusky.
here at 11 a. m. but at 1 o'clock nothing had been heard of him.

Landed Safely.
Detroit, Mich., June 4. Aviator Atwood is at Ecorse, nine miles down
the river from Detroit. He was forced
to make a landing at that point,
which he did without injury.
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Washington, June 4. Secretary
Garrison declared today that the se- WOMAN IS THOUGHT TO BE
lection of Richard L. Metcalfe of
EMILY DAVIDSON, A 'PROMINARE SAID TO
SENATORS
Lincoln, Neb., to be a member of the
ENT MILITANT WORKER
HAVE CONTRIBUTED
Panama canal commission in charge
of the civil administration did not
mean that he was to be governor of THE WINNER
BE
IS RULED GUT
LONG
WILL
HEARING
zone when the permanent establishment was created. Secretary GarriTEN
OF THE
EXTENSION
AN
son declared Metcalfe was simply to BUMPING" IS SEEN BY JUDGES
AND THE SECOND HORSE IS
WILL
DAYS APPROPRIATED
replace Maurice H. Thatcher as one
commission
members
of
the
the
of
GIVEN THE RACE
BE ASKED FOR
whose duties are prescribe by the
Washington, June 4. Japan's re- chairman, Colonel Goethals.
4.
June
Attorney
M'ashiiigtoii,
Epsoin, June 4. The most dramaWashington, June 4. The dragnet
HE
VICTIM
CLAIMS
IS
joinder to the United States, reply to
General McReyuolds today declared
tic derby ever run on the historic
was spread today in the senate's
her protest against uie California
STOCK EXCHAN
that he had always regarded the fin
course at Tottenham Corner was acprobe for "the lobby." Subpoenas for
alien
land law, delivered personally
tothe
dissolve
to
intended
IF BLACiiAlLEIS
al decree
ELEMENT
a score or more men were issued. It
LIBERAL
companied today by a series of evby Ambassador Chinda to secretary
bacco trust as an "obvious subterfuge
ents of the most startling character.
is generally understood here that
S EXCITED and a
Bryan late today, sets out that the
miscarriage of justice" and if
some of the names were furnished
Just before the finish a suffragette
Tokio government continues to re"PLANTOF
ACCUSED
ATTEAUX,
and
ways
were
there
just
ANGELES
any proper
LOS
WINS
to seize the bridle of th
by President Wilson and that others
attempted
gard the Webb law as discriminatory
ING" DYNAMITE, TESTIFIES
by which be could cure the evil ue
are those which developed in the tesentry,
king's
"Anmer," while h
of
against Japanese, in derogation
STOCKS ARE POURED OUT AND would do it. As an immediate step
IN OWN BEHALF
was running at his topmost speed.
timony of senators. The new wit
of
the
treatment
equalities
prescribed
DROP AS IN THE
PRICES
lie is considering oroposiug to con
nesses are to be heard next wee!;.
POLICE JUDGE ROSE IS ELECTED The woman was fatally injured whett
PANIC OF 1907
Boston, Junq! 4. The defense of by international law, and a violation
Some of the names are being kept
gress a graduated excise tax on to
the horse fell, and the Jockey was.
MAYOR OVER CITY ATTORof
1911.
the
of
treaty
Frederick E. Atteaux in the dynamite
bacco manufactures.
. secret, hut Chairman Overman today
NEY JOHN SHANK.
hurt. The king and queen and
.
badly
ultiin
the
an
of
nature
Nothing
4.
exciteNew York, June
The
The attorney general said that conspiracy trial alleges that the de matum is
scores
gave out this partial list:
of royalties witnessed the inin
note.
contained
Its
the
on the stock exchange during while he had
Aaron Goe, Denver; Dr. S. W. Mc- - ment
hjc finally decided up manufacturer was the victim of the general tone is to invite further disLos Angeles, June 4. Official re- cident.
the first hour of today's market was on an investigation of the tobacco attempted blackmail bv John J. Breen
turns from all but eight precincts toClure, Salt Lake City, secretary of the
The race itself was unusual. The
the situation with a view to possible fur who has confessed to "planting" dyna- cussion of the controverted points
National Wool Growers' association; probably without parallel since
Police
election
of
the
confirmed
day
favorite
and
contains
to
it
"Craganour," crossed the
nothing tending
1907.
Stocks were literally ther anti-truprosecution, he like- mite at Lawrence to throw suspicion make up a final issue.
H. Oxnard, New York, prominent in panic of
H. P. Rose, independent, as line first, but was promptly disqualiJudge
Bry
Secretary
out
regardless of quoted wise had not reached a conclusion as of contemplated violence upon the
the beet sugar business; Edwari P. poured
mayor of the city over City Attorney fied for "bumping" and was displaced
in the to whether the decree of dissolution, textile strikers. Atfeaux took the an and the ambassador agreed that
Oieliiusen at:d Jules Ooooaux, repre- prices with declines greatest
the zone when permanent establish-candyjat- by "Aboyeur," a 100 to 1 shot.
no
details
should
made
be
public.
standard shares.
which he regarded as inadequate, stand iu his own defense today.
senting LouViana juar Interes-sIn the race immediately following
by a majority of over
The Japanese note was very long
for
In outlining his case Daniel H.
factors
main
of
Cue
the
l ,
making
G.
be reopened. The atiorje;can
in
Sidney Attov and Walter
election, marking the derby Jockey Whalley was seriS.iil, the
yesterday's
nature
its
and
entirely
argumentative.
t
said
for
counsel
was
the
Coakley,
Atteaux,
liquidation
indicated that he was firmly
aiso I'nderst.K.d to r,e interests l.i
the overthrow of the reform organiza- ously injured and his horse had to
news from Washington indicating a convinced that the decree was in- that it would be shown that on the Secretary Bryan and Ambassador tion which has been In
power for be shot.
sugar tariff affairs; John F. Hamno
were
Chinda
iu
accord
that
good
radical attitude on the part of the ad- commensurate with the demands ot night of January 16, 1912, Atteaux
John W. Shank, municipal conference
burg, New York, Harry Irwin, H. T.
be
could
this
time
at
served
Thousands of people, includin ;
purpose
, t
he telephone at his
.the.
He-'- '
declared ' " today was called-the occasion
called liberal element. .... Alexander,
Trenton, N. J.; Frank ministration in connection with
a
of
discussion
delicate
the
American visitors, were gatherby
public
many
of
a
Asa
Korbel,
Syrian
and John American Tobacco company and the that there could be no real dissolution residence by"
It is estimated that more than 10,- - ed at Tottenham Corner watching the
Gorman, Buford Lynch
and therefore both officials
question,
who
been
asked
had
by
Oil
Lawrence,
Standard
company.
000 socialists did not vote, their can- horses
of a trust 'by distribution of its stock
Carroll, all of Washington.
taking the critical turn into
the defendant to study and report on gave notice that any attempt to pub
Another influence was the decidedSome of these are men whom senJob Harriman, having been de- the straight for home when the sufdidate,
among the same shareholders.
even
to
lish
what
be
might
purport
conditions
in
his
strike
city.
in,
ators have testified appeared in a ly lower level of prices quoted by
feated in the primaries. Four mu- fragette dashed forward and seized
Regarding the Standard Oil situaKorbel said that a man named the substance of the three communi
before our opening. Ail adwas
he
said
the
general
attorney
now
'legitimate capacity." The list in- London
tion,
passed be nicipal elections and numerous spe- the reins of his majesty's colt. They
who had done splendid work cations which have
dicates the apparent purpose of the vices from abroad Indicated increas giving serious consideration to the Breen,
must be cial elections have kept the voters saw the horse stumble, trample the
tween
two
the
governments
In advising the strikers
to refrain
committee to question the represen- ed pessimism, not only in London results of the government's comple- busy during the last five years. The woman so
based entirely upon speculation.
terribly that she was unne
i,,-i,,,,- ti
nrk. from violence, was in his place and
tatives of the free sugar and anti-fre- e but at all the continental financial! ..L1UI1 Ui tv,
LUO 111 canbuiiuu v.i tho- ..v..-result, it was declared, was apathy as recognizable and then fall with
is
the
that
It
known, however,
to
Atteaux.
talk
like
would
with
sugar camps who have been centers. Inquiry among local banks ing of the dissolution decree, but. had Breen and Atteaux then
whole tone of the rejoinder today is to yesterday's results. One socialist,
exchanged
to elicit not
trust
and
failed
companies
would
in
a
action
whether
decided
vigorous campaign
that of a dignified and orderly pre- Fred C. Whee'ier, won a place in the
conducting
yet
Fifteen horses competed and
pieasantries.
any satisfactory explanation for the be taken.
sentation of Japan's views of the city council. Mrs. Frances Noel, the
Washington.
were nwerded to "Louvois" at
Bosto
came
next
The
Breen
day
exThe investigating
committee had further slump in prices abroad
Attorney General McReyuolds has ton, met Atteaux for the first time case, concluding with an Invitation woman socialist candidate for the 10 to 1 against, and "Great Sport," a
consernote
of
that
extreme
the
to
show
a plan to cure some of the alleged
council, who was expected
to further negotiations.
progressed little more than half way cept
20 to 1 against.
and asked him to have the American
in these quarters.
polled a smaller vote
court dissolution did
great
strength,
believes the
through the list of senators today and vatism sounded
The woman lies unconscious In tho
officials
Woolen
company
telephone
acThe steady decline of the last le;1)elieves tUe
than any of the men, despite the
there were no indications that SenTo Boycott California.
s1)renle dissolutions did to the mayor of Lawrence advising
local hospital. Her name is given as
sufa
weeks
has
caused
and
clubwomen
general selliti,' tnnt roah Tt ia tn t!lv
m!tmlt of
ator Overman would af'c the senate
Tokio, June 4. Efforts are being tive support of
E. Davidson, and she Is thought to
that dynamite stored in the city yard
tomorrow for an ext' . 'on of the 0 loans by financial institution. This a tobacoo factories on a sliding scale
made
by Baron El Ichl Shibusawa, fragette leaders.
Atto
of
be
a
Miss Emily Wilding Davison, a
removed
be
safety.
place
made
but
slight impression ln su(;h way tJ)at the blg mamtac.
yet has
days for the probe.
teaux did so and the next day Breen chairman of the Bankers' association,
member of the Woman's Social and
stir-- ;
a
but
the
market,
money
upon
The United States senators' "lobby"
tum.s wiU pay more and more aP again called on the defendant and Duel Nakano, chairman of the chamPACIFIC OARSMEN ARRIVE.
Political Union, who since 1309 ha3
hunt took on a new turn today when fening of rates for both call and lime thoir 011tpllt ,11(.rea8eB.
ber of commerce, and other promiN. Y. June 4. The been sentenced
Poughkeepsie,
him.
thanked
eight different times
is
behtvs
accommodations
expected
the senate began issuing subpoenas
i
Mr. McReyuolds never has agreed
The following day Breen came to nent men, to quell the agitation for Washington university crew arrived to Imprisonment for participating in
for nearly CO men, all of whom are the end of the month. Within )h.. with the plan of dissolution of the
in
at Highland this morning and began sufragette outrages. Emily Davison
Atteaux's office and at Breen's re- the boycotting of California, both
the sugar first hour sales of stocks amounted
said to be identified
connection with the Panama Pacific preparations for the intercollegiate was the woman
monopoly and is said to fee.l quest Atteaux
late
the
Bummoned
assaulted a Bap
started to HOO.OlH) shares, and 50 new low rec- that many of the. evils charged
interests. Sergeants-at-arm- s
on Saturday, June 21. There tist minister at
regatta
W. Pitman, who, according to exposition and otherwise.
Ernest
Aberdeen
stations,
out to summon the witnesses for next ords for the year were made with against, it still are continuing under
and three
are now five eight-oarewitnesses for the state, furnished
David
him
for
mistaking
4
Lloyd
2
from
to
losses
points other forms, and in addition to cor
week.
ranging
NEW ENGLAND U C. T.
s
crews in the training colthe dynamite from the woolen
George, chancellor of the exchequer.
It is generally assumed here that among the standard issues. The ;
dele4.
Many
Rutland, Vt., June
ony, the Cornell contingent having Whenever she hag been
recting alleged inequalities by such
offices.
After Pitman arimprisoned
anfurnished the age of prices was at the lowest point a method of internal revtnue' taxation
President Wilson
also arrived today.
Atteaux retired, leaving Breen gates have arrived here for the
rived
a "hunger strike" and
she
started
has
names of those about to be sum- since the 1907 panic.
the attorney general is still consider- and Pitman together. Atteaux never nual meeting of the New England
The 12 husky Washington oars- has
generally been released. She
Some of the new bond
flotations
moned.
the advisability of beginning an saw Breen again until some time in grand council of the United Commer- men, in charge of Coach Hiram B. has been found hidden in the house
ing
Ohio
convertand
as
Baltimore
When the committee
of Conebear, ended their long trip from
such
investigation to determine whether March when they met by accident at cial Travelers. Business sessions
of commons three times, and ejected.
today it had nearly half of the senate ibles, New York City new 4y2s and the decree dissolving the tobacco the corner of Washington and Frank- the convention will occupy tomorrow the Pacific coast in the best condiThe 15 runners got away to a good
also were depressed.
St. Paul
The concluding feature tion. The men were somewhat disapwaiting.
trust is being violated.
lin streets, the spot at which Breen and Friday.
start. The rank outsider, "Aboyeur,"
toin
rallies
were
feeble
witness
several
There
the
annual
Senator Lane,
first
of
Mr. McReyuolds
pointed because of. the
today resumed has testified Atteaux paid him for of the gathering will be the
showed the way up the hill. Sis furto get on the
day, said he was a phyBician and had the second hour, hut the selling move- consideration of the Standard
morning.
Saturday
Oil
parade
but
their
hope
shell,
the
explosive.
from home "Aooyeur" was still
"planting"
bemomentum
no Interest in anything affected by ment gathered greater
crew longs
water tomorrow. The
situation. It will now devolve on the
followed by "Craganour,"
AT
fore noon, and lower prices were regis- attorney
the tariff.
MANY
"GRADS."
C0LUM3IA.
will use an old Cornell shell.
to decide whether
general
"Nimbus" and "Louvois."
"Aldegond,"
"list.
New York, June 4. Columbia uni"That handsome man back there by tered practically throughout the
A. F. Pocock, builder of the Washthere is prima facie evidence of viola- WILL TRY TO OUST
the
famous Tattenham cor
Rounding
much
worried
the
was
sales
wall
the
of
of
The aggregate
during
very
largest ington shell, is with the crews to
the,
versity, which boasts
tion of the decree of dissolution to
still held the com
ner,
"Aboyeur"
about wool," he said, pointing to a morning session was-- well In ex.ss
enrollment of any educational institu- look after the boat.
justify the government in attacking
mand1 in front of "Sbosun" and "Crag- CITY
OFFICERS
OLD
comlistener. . The "handsome man" said of 500,000 shares.
tion in America, held its 159th
v
the oil interests by contempt of court
inour." Close homo "Craganour"
mencement today. Nearly 2,000 dehis name was S. W. McClure, secreor criminal imkeedings.
and in an exciting f InisTi
challenged
tary of the National Wool Growers
grees were conferred upon the gradDOVN
CUTS
SENATE
SITUATION
MUNICIPAL
the
DENVER'S
passed
post, leading by only a
of
will
of
take
uates
the
the
several
association. He probably
departments
TALKING OVER THE
CHARACTERIZED BY COURT
head, with a neck separating second
HENWOOD JURY SECURED.
stand when the senators have finthe university.
PROCEEDINGS
Denver, June 4. At noon today a
ished.
THE TARIFF RATES nd third. Johnny Reiff rode "Crag
WAR SITUATION jury was selected lo listen to the evianour.?
MEET.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS
Lane said he believed money was
dence. In the trial of Harold F.
Denver, June 4. Ouster proceedLexington, Ky., June 4. Lexington
being UBed to try to convince people
House is Set Afire
charged with the murder of ings against Henry J. Arnold, Allison is entertaining during the remainder CONTRARY TO PRECEDENT, THE
that bad effects would follow the tarSEND George JS. Copeland in the criminal Stocker and Daniel M. Sullivan, who of this week the annual grand council
AND BALKANS
POWERS
London, June 4. Damage exceed
HOUSE MEASURE IS TO BE
iff bill.
division of the district qourt. The refused to deliver their respective of- session of the United Commercial
DELEGATES TO A MEETING
MADE MORE RADICAL.
ing $75,000 was done early today by
Senatpr McOumbep said he pro-- ,
sheriff Travelers. Many members of the ortreasurer
and
almost
CAPITAL.
taken
of
IN
fices
a
a suffragette "arson squad" which
selection
has
of
mayor,
FRENCH
and
jury
flax
oats,
whefet,
rye,
ducedj
two weeks, and hundreds of talesmen of Denver, to the newly elected com- der are in attendance from West Virsometimes potatoes all of which were
Washington. Juno 4. Contrary to set afire to a newly constructed but:
missioners, were filed in the district ginia, Kentucky and the District of expectation and precedent, the tariff unoccupied mansion at Westwood,
Paris, June 4 Fifty delegates of were examined'.
"disastrously affected," by the tariff.
Prosecutor John A. Rush made the court today. The proceedings are in Columbia.
No one had attempted to Influence the great European powers and of
bill, when it comes from the demo- near Trowbrid, "Wilshire.
cratic majority of the eenate, promhim, he eatd, and he knew of no use the Balkan states met at the French opening statement for tne state Im- the nature of quo warranto, and seek
WOMAN KILLS HUSBAND.
of money or the' maintenance of a foreign office today to settle the fin- - mediately after the jurors were to settle summarily all controversy
ises to carry lower rates than when
(HE COAL INVESTIGATION.
anclal questions arising out of the re sworn.
Chicago, June 4. John B. Van Keu-re- n,
lobby to Influence any legislation.
concerning the legality of the comWashington, June 4. The senate it passed the house. Somo increases
72 years old, was eliot and inHarold F. Kenwood is charged with mission form of government.
Senator Newlanda had some farm- cent war. They will also consider the
committee investigating the West Vir- in the rates on cotton yarns and more
Former City Attorney W.H.Bryant ginia coal strike conditions today de- expensive textile fabrics have been stantly killed by bis wife, Mrs. LouiFe-Vaing interests in California, Nevada, question of war indemnity, and deter- having shot and killed Copeland while
Keuren, from whom ha had
Maryland and the District of Colum- mine what portion of the Ottoman shooting at Sylvester L. Von Phul, this morning formally delivered his termined to adhere to Its original pro- agreed upon, but in tha chemical,
bia.'
debt must be taken over by the Bal- whom he also killed, in the bar room office to the newly appointed city at- gram to begin hearings at Charles-town- , metal, agricultural and
sundries separated, when he attempted to-kan allies. Their deliberations will of a local hotel. The quarrel is said torney, I. N. Stevens, setting once
W. Va., Tuesday, Juno 10, at schedules provision for decreases and force an entrance to her home at 817
to have been, over the affections of for all any question as to Stevens' 2 p. m. C. C. Watts and Z. T. Vin- frea listing will be considerably en East Sixty-firs- t
street. Mrs. Van
AMERICANS WED ABROAD.
probably last a considerable time.
a
Keuren told' the police elm belH-vcMunich, June 4. Miss. Margaret
Stephen PInchon, the French for- Mrs. John W. Springer. She is ex- right to bring the suit against the old son, representing the operators, sug- larged. ,
at today's pected to be a witness' for the
administration officers and city at- gested that an investigation in the
Sioane, daughter of professor Wil- eign minister, presidea
All the
expect to huralar was attempting to break into
liam M. Sioane of Columbia univer- - meeting.
field might lead to new disorders.
her home.
torney.
finish their .work this week.
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flair are taking on a
for Point Barrow, the most northerly
gmyisu coloration with hundreds of less
clerks
vnue be.ard is
point on the continent, where the ex
losing weight rapid- - along the system, a;id it is even said
ly.
are
GOSSIP OF THE
Ipedition will await the arrival of th
iney
earnestly praying that a j that the cut in the force of the bonus
Juiius inspector
SHOPS AND YARDS.
other ship, now being equipped fo!
may ue obtained clerks and inspectors will be about
in the voyage.
It Is ex
part
taking
-,V
peeted that the two ships will meet
Master Mechanic J. A. Conley paid
, .
L1
at Point Barrow about August 1. The
During the late rush of business a
Ik. csung
a
unci
items
number of new brakeuiau have been
subsequent plans depend entirely up the local shops a visit yesterday
A bill before the legislature of Con. I
hired. This rush has slackened down
on meteorological conditions.
If an
to a certain degree and consequently rest ill
easterly wind should prevail, the ex
seven for train dispatchers,
1G46
a
in
is
for
the
the extra board is heavy. The stock
shop
will
to
Engine
be able
sail around
pedition
telegraph
operators, towermen and
WILL the point without delay.
STEFANSSON
EXPLORER
Rut, if the few days undergoing general repairs rush is practically over, but will con- ticket sellers; and representatives ot
More appropriate than any other
)
tinue in less degree lor a few weeks. the
SET SAIL FOR FOUR YEARS'.
wind sliould he from the west. Is and getting new cylinders.
Order of Railway Telegraphers
Those
ARCTIC TRIP
brakemen
ice
the
been
that
have
would
who
hired
be packed
white goods answers the call
likely
have presented to members of the
Boilermaker George Logan Is on during the uast 10 rlavs are: L. c.
so tight that the two ships would
a memorial giving a list
legislature
Dame Fashion for 1911
Victoria, B C, June 4. The prepa- have to wait until aJnuary of next the sick list for a few days and is Tripp, II. G. Collier, E. L. Scott, J. of stations in the state
at which men,
rations for the Canadian Arvtic expe- year before being able to start on unable to perform his duties in the N. Schultz, H. Malery, C. M. Delauey, C48 in all, have to
work seven days
C. F. Van Zandt, a. Cruni, F. 13. Tayshops.
dition under the command of
their exploring tour.
in a week.
Stefansson are practically comlor, E. W. Nuttle, J. Howeli, li. Davis,
If the wind and weather conditions
Railway mail clerks, said to numA. A. Fuller of La Junta, who has E. Manning, I. K. Sullivan and A. N.
pleted and within a few days the in should be favorable, the expedition
ber 8,000, have sent to the postmaster
trepid explorer, accompanied by bis will., reach Herschel Island in two been employed in the local shops as Brunton.
general a petition asking that white
wife, will sail in tne regular man days' journey from Point Barrow, bonus inspector, has resigned. He
mail clerks be not required to work
steamer for Nome, Alaska, to join the There the expedition will be divided. left yesterday for his home at I.a
Philip Scholl, the iathe man, has in the same cars with
negro clerks.
returned from his hunting expedition It is declared
other members of the expedition who One party, under the command of Dr. Junta.
in some instances
that
in the wilds of the Rocky mountains.
are now waiting for their ship, the Jr. jr. Anderson, will remain on the
whites are subject to the authority of
J. P. Leas has accepted a position Philip, during his stay in those
247ton steam whaler Farluk, to Bail Island, establish a base of supplies
negro superiors. A special protest
as
in
F.
,
stenographer
Superintendent
,
,
from Esquimault, B. C, where the and devote Itself to its task,
,
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the
regions, saw many interest was made, because on
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long runs mem
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ing and scary things. Among these bers of the two races
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ha"?
frequently
its arctic voyage, to Nome, the ren- geological exploration of the island. Archie Shaw, who has resigned and was a rattlesnake which, through the to share the same
We feature a
sleeping quarters.
most scientific and strenuous of
dezvous of the expedition.
The party will have at its service gone to his home in Topeka.
The Brotherhood of Railway Trainmethods, Philip finally succeeded In men, in convention at San
patterns
The object of the expedition, which the smaller of the two ships of the
Francisco,
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This snake, according to
n
killing.
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safety
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the bench. just the same. The reptile was killed
unlimited uses in making white
the Canadian government, is not to ward in search of the unknown con- performing
legislation, including a requirement
That is the carpenter's bench as as- by a swift bullet sent from the
find the pole, but to ascertain, if pos- tinent. It will follow along the 141st
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sistant to Head Artist Marcotte.
garments
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sible, the existence of a large body meridian, which divides Alaska from
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resi really such
of land within the arctic
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in
in
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connection
with,
work
mander
unknown
Stefansson
should find the
ploration as possible of the
An anti-pas- s
by the local shop boilermakers this the shops.
bill, amended to percontinent and take possession of it continent, he will first establish a week.
mit members of the legislature, their
in the name of Canada" To do this base of supplies before starting for
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Wife and I
Are Friends

Freights
Suns.

POSTUM
"There's a. Reason"
"I
table.

used to drink coffee
Wife said so.

was nervous and

irri-

Instant Postum,
"So when the new
came along she said to herself: 'Here's where I
break Jack of the coffee habit.'
"Instant Postum is good stuff. I sleep better,
smile more, and miss my indigestion."
food-drin-

A level teaspoonful of Instant
and makes it right for most persons.

Postum

in an ordinary cup of hot water dissolves instantly

A big cup requires more and some people who like strong things put in a heaping spoonful
and temper it with a large supply of cream.
Experiment until you know the amount that pleases your palate and have it served that way
in the future.
5

.

Postum comes ia two forms.
r

Postum (must be boiled).

Tnctant Postum doesn't require boiling but is prepared instantly by stirring a level teaspoonful in a cup of hot water.

2

1

1
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1
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that the Santa Fe
88 new passenordered
has
railway
ger and freight locomotives to be de
livered this year.
The eastern lines will receive 38
to
of this consignment, according
present plans.
The engines are of the Mikado and
Pacific type and with a few minor
improvements are reproductions of
the motive power now used on the
main lines of this road.
Increased business, heavy traffic
and the necessity for additional pow
er owing to steel equipment is given
as a reason for the recent locomotive
purchase.
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HABIT FORMING DRUGS
O. G. SCHAEFER.

is announced

A drastic change in the system of
bonus keeping all along the Santa Fe
system will be made July 1, which is
the beginning of the new fiscal year
of the company.
Since the recognition of J. E. Eple'r
as head of the bonus system, installed by Emerson several years ago, and
fathered by former Vice President J.
W. Kendrick, who stepped down from
his official seat in 1908, it has been
known that R. T. Payne, the new
chief bonus supervisor, would make
some changes in the office methods
of timekeeping.
As a result it is expected that the
Santa Fe will be able to keep track
of the bonus of the mechanics and
others entitled to the extra compensa- -
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Anaemic, Pals, Thin, Bbcdless, Tired, Ueary Pes-p- !s
Fed the Breath cf list? Life and Vigcr.
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WarRifh and Life
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Ann Arbor, Mich., June 4. In
cember, 190G, Charles L. Freer of

DeDe-

troit bought four ancient Creek Biblical manuscripts from one AH, an
Arab dealer who lived in Gizeh, near
Cairo. Within a year the purchase
was' found to he of inestimable value
for the new light which they shed upon the Scriptures.
A judge of etchings, Mr. Freer was
attracted to these manuscripts because of the beauty of the few pages
which he saw. They had been offered for sale to the Royal Library at
Berlin and to the British Mueum.
But evidently they were not examined with sufficient cai o to' make their
value apparent. Examination was
very difficult because two cf the manuscripts seemed to be shapeless, hard
masses of decayed parchment, while
in the other two the leaves were cemented at the edges.
Mr. Freer committed to the Univer- sity of Michigan the responsibility of
opening up the manuscripts and making such publication as their value
seemed to warrant. The task was
to Prof. Henry A. Sanders and
he made the first report on the manuscripts at a meeting of the Archeaolo-gica- l
Institute of America in December, 1907. European as well as American scholars expressed amazement at
the discovery and urged complete
publication as soon as possible.
Interesting Fragments

The first of the four manuscripts
contained the Greek version of the
books of Deuteronomy and Joshua;
the second the Greek text of the
Psalms; the third the four Gospels
and the fourth fragments of the Epistle of Paul. The last named Is in
very bad condition, and one margin
of the manuscript of the Psalms is
The oiner two manbadly decayed.

uscripts are practically complete.
,It was soon perceived that on account of their importnee the interests of scholarship would be best subserved by
publishing both manuscripts in facsimile, with accompanying volumes of text setting forth
their readings. Mr. Freer offered to
defray the expense, thus making it
possible to present copies to the libraries of the principal universities
and theological schools of the world.
The first facsimile, containing Deuteronomy and Joshua, was published
in 1910, and immediately took rank
of that part of Septemoer. It was
--

Don't Let the Wicked Imps of Bad Blood
The blood often needs a bracing Influence. It demands help. It has lost
that iiulsttting, invigorating effect that
gives brightness to the eye, springiness
to the step, activity to the stomach and
digestion, and that ought to make you
feel keen, alive and thrilled with the
sensation of nervous and muscular energy. And you can realize all of these
Jojful experiences by a short use of that
wonderful bracing medicine so familiar
to a host of people as S. S. S.
It drives out the pains and aches of
rheumatism, puts life into your dull,
listless nerves; awakens the' sluggish
brain; animates the tired, weary muscles; and arouses your blood to throw
out of the system all those poisonous
gormst and acids that cause eczema,
lupus, psoriasis, acne, pimples, boils, tetter and those scrofulous taints which
:ccp people half sick and make their

Lay You Low; S. S. S. will Save You.
skin unsightly.
Nearly all sickness is due to sluggish
blood. And if you let S. S, S. bathe your
system with its wonderful Influence your
nervous troubles, your wan, weary, faded, listless, lifeless body will revive and
become so renewed with the sense of
enjoyable health you will scarcely know
yourself. Try S. S. S. today. Get a bottle
at any drug store. It will drive out the
"blues," puf you on your feet; keep you
going all day and enable you to sleep
sound and restful. S. S. S. Is not a
"dope," not a physic, but a fine, bracing,
purifying medicine that 13 sure to do you
a world of good.
It is just what you need. S. S. S. is
prepared in the great laboratory of Atlanta, Oa. and if you are troubled with
any stubborn blood disease their medical
dept. will guide you safely to health.
Write them,

written

ed hands the second owner evidently
changed the name and added " and
all of his." This is taken to meta
that It came into the control of some

in Egypt In the fifth cenury.
lectionary notes appear In the
margin. The most interesting one
reads: "To the memory if the holy
fathers, to be read at evening time."
This note, according to Prof. Sanders,
may be dated at the end of the sixth
century.
But of even greater importance,
both textualiy and historically, is the
third manuscript, containing the Four
of which the facsimile has
This manuscript was
just apeared.
written, as Irof. Sanders has drier
mined, not latec than 400 A. D., and
probably not more than 35 years earlier than that date. It is written In a
small, graceful hand, like that used
on papryi from the second to the
A fragmentary
fourth centuries.
manuscript of the book of (Enoch
from Anknim and a single leaf of
Sappho's poems, also from Egypt, are
perhaps the only parallels on parch-

A few

ment.

the last page is a subscription,
twice changed, which is translated as
"O Holy Christ, he thou
follows;
with thy fellow servant Timothy, and
all of his." As first written, it read:
"O Holy Christ, be thou with thy servant," with an erased name under the
Timothy, when the manuscript chang- On

1

'

!

monastery.
The name Timothy is thought by
Prof. Sanders to have been inserted
by a third owner, who probably lived
in the sixth century. Prof. Sanders
has assumed that the reference is to
the church of Timothy in the Monastery of the Vinedresser, whose patron
saint was a martyr at the time of
Diocletian.
This monastery wa3 on
the left bank of the Nile, near Cairo,
and perished about the thirteenth
century. Probably all tour (manuscripts had been given to some
monastery for safekeeping,
where they were finally buried in the
ruins, until they finally came into the
hands of All at Gizeh.
The manuscript is written on parcu-men- t
of medium thickness, which has
suffered considerably from age, wear
and exposure. Fortunately, however,
it was kept between thick board covers, and the decay affected only the
edges of the manuscript, the text being everywhere legible. It numbers
187 leaves, or 374 pages, of which 372
are written. There are two blank
pages at the end of John.

taw

two-third-

giory forever, Amen."
The following passages

are also
"When
Matthew 16:2-3- :
present:
it is evening, ye say it will be fair
weather; for the sky is red and lowering. Ye can discern the fact of the
sky; but ye cannot judge the signs
of the times." These and other brief
phrases are omitted in the Alexandrian recension.

2

M&h'i,

111

j

Originally the manuscript had six
more pages. Those that are lost
doubtless disappeared early in its history, and Bince their loss, the appearance of the manuscript Indicates, it
has been bound once or twice. The
character of the writing shows that
no marks were made on the. manuscript after the sixth sentury It was
doubtless kept in some Coptic monastery for several hundred years, 'but
exhibited at (times because of itjfe
great age and value. Candle drippings are found on the first pages of
each Gospel, indicating that these
were the ones usually shown. The
order of the gospels is not that of
our version, but this; Matthew, John,
Luke, Mark, the same as that found
in the best oid Latin manuscripts.
The manuscript shows about 160
corrections, mostly by erasure and rewriting, made by the scribe himself,
or, as Prof. Sanders thinks, by some
one else who looked over the work
and incorporated chunges. . These corrections are said to be of particular
Interest because they throw light on
an older parent manuscript.
"The extraordinary variation in the
affiliations of the text shows that
the parent manuscript must have
been formed out of at least seven independent parts," said Prof. Sanders,
"iruch a variety of sources indicates
that the history of the earlier manuscript goes back to a time when the
Biblical manuscripts in that locality
were all but lost. The fact that the
first and last leaves of the first quire
of John were worn seems to prove
that it had been saved separately,
perhaps by being concealed in the
clothing of some of the faithful,
There Is a comparatively small portion
of this manuscript, comprising John,
the first two quires of Luke and the
lattpr nnvt nf M:irlr which can hA
considered as native Egyptian text.
s
of
Matthew and the last
Luke must have come from Antioch,
while the first part of Mark came
in from North Africa."
The King James version of the
Bible is a translation of the Constantinople Greek text, a- text descended
from the Antioch recension; while the
changes in. the revised version are
due in part to the Influence of manuscripts which are descended from the
Alexndrian decession. This manuscript in portions agrees with one,
and in other places with the other
tradition.
In the Antioch portion it gives the
last words of the Lord's prayer,
"For nine is the
Matthew 6:13:
and the power and the
kingdom
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no more, to the end
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ECZEIA

For Many Years. On Thigh. Also
on Scalp. Awful Itching Skin.
Could Not Sleep. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Completely Cured,
Lebanon,

O.

"My eczema started oa

my thigh with a small pimple. It also came
on my scalp. It began to Itch and I began
to scratch.
For eighteen
or twonty years I could not
tell what I passod through
with that awful Itching.
I would scratch until the
blood would soak through
my underwoar, and I couldn't talk to my friends on the
street but I would be digging and punching that
spot, until I was very much ashamed. The
was
so
intense
I could not Bleep after
itching
once In bed and warm. I certainly suffered
torment with that eczema for many years.
" I chased after everything I ever heard of;
all to no avail, I saw the advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and sent for

Yi

a

Imagine my delight when I
sample.
applied tho first doso to that awful itching
fli-on my leg and scalp, in less than a
minute the itching on both places ceased.
I got some more Cuticura Soup and Ointment. After tho second day I never had
another itching spell, and Cuticura Soap
and Ointment completely cured mo. I was
troubled with awful dandruff all over my
scalp. The Cuticura Soap has cured that
trouble." (Signed) L. R. Fink, Jan. 22, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 82-Skin Book.
post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
-Tendor-faced
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving stick, vik. Sample free.

that they may inherit the spiritual end incorruptible C0s2le
glory' of righteousness (which is) in
Effective
heaven.
Eut go ye Into the world
been bolutclr shown that rest,
fhhl".
and
and preach tho gospel."
good food do help many
persons suffering: from Tuberculosa.
Hut
Some of the words of these new It must be admitted that th diaeana U
seldom more than "arrested." SometUIna
verses were already known from St. more la needed.
Alterative Is a medicine made
Jerome's treatise against the Pelag- forEckman'a
the treatment of Tuberculosis. It baa
this
conquered
disease again and agala
the
ians, but
saying qt Christ appears Often these beneUts
have been effected
in no other manuscript. On this saywhere the surroundings were not ldeal-- yet
recoveries resulted.
Now we
ing Prof; Gregory, the successor of that f.ekman's Alterative should be argue
used
lu every case of Tuberculosis, In addition
Tischendorfer at the University of to
good, uourishlng food and fresh air,
which we all need. A remarkable case
Leipsic, has already written a monofo

filled;

!ecise

five-eight-

s

the first cover are Matthew at the
left and John at the right. John's
figure has suffered most from wear. E. G.
Murphey and Central Dnis
of Luke and Mark
The paintings
Company.
adorn the last cover, and the name
of Mark appears in the inscription.
substitute medicine is never for
The covers have metal chains attach- theA benefit
of the buyer. Never be
ed by staples to the upper corners to
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
them from wear. Prof. Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
protect
Charles R. Morley of Princeton has and colds, for children or for grown
It is prompt and effective.
persons.
expressed belief that the covers were It
comes in a yellow package, with
In the Alexandrian portion it agrees
than
the
later
manuscripts
painted
beehive on carton. It contains no
in certain notable omissions, as for
were written, probably in the seventh opiates. Take no substitute for Fowoman
of
the
the
in
story
instance,
or eighth century.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. O.
taken in adultery; in John 8:59, the
G, Schaefer and
Red Cross
Prug
- The Psalms
Store.
words "going through the midst of
them and so passed by;" and In Luke
Over one-hal- f
the text of the Psalms COMMENCEMENT AT TRINITY. '
4:4, the words, "but by every word
has been preserved in legible form,
Waxahachie, Texas, June 4. An
of God;"' and in Luke
4:18, the
and while no careful study has yet
phrase "to heal the broken hearted." been made, it is believed to be one unusually large class received their
andiplomas today at the
Evidences of the Early Text
of the most important manuscripts of nual commencement exercises
at
There are In certain portions of the Psalms known. It can be dated Trinity university. The address to
the manuscript evidences of the early early in the fifth century, except for the graduates was delivered by Rev.
text before it was corrected. "This," the last seven leaves, which were add- John Balcom Shaw, D. D., of Chicago.
ed in repairing the older manuscript
said Prof. Sanders, "Is shown in
some centuries later.
or
in
its
of
text,
portions
TE WEARY WAY
"The fourth and last fragment
places where it does not conform to
Daily Becoming Less Wearisome to
the type adopted in the corrected seemed almost hopeless," said Prof.
Many In East Las Vegas
part. For instance, failing to follow Sanders. "What had once been a
With a back that aches all day.
the model of the Antioch recension, manuscript had decayed into a glue-likWith rest disturbed at night.
it omits the words Matthew 27:35,
mass, almost as hard as horn;
Annoying urinary disorders,
'that it might be fulfilled which was yet, when this was split apart, frag'Tis a weary way, indeed.
spoken by the prophet, they parted ments of leaves and some writing
Doan's Kidney Pills are especially
my garments among them, and upon were discernible. The same method for kid .ey trouble.
my vesture did they cast lots' and in of separation was used as in the
Are endorsed by East Las Ve;as
'And there appeared Psalms manuscript, with most satis citizens.
Luke 22.411-4J
an angel unto him from heaven, factory results. In all, eighty-thre- e
Fritz Sena, 1206 Twelfth
street,
strengthening him. And being in an fragments were secured, usually con- East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "Exagony he prayed more earnestly and' taining eight or nine incomplete lines perience has proven to me that Doan's
his sweat was as it were great drops each.
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
of blood falling down to the ground.'
The beginning of the volume, which made for thera. For several weei
In Luke 23:34, the words 'Jesus said, once contained all the New Testa- J suffered
constantly from backache
Father, forgive them, for they know ment except the Gospels, has entirely and in the morning when I got tip, I
not what they do,' are omitted.
perished, but of the latter part we had acute pains across my kidnej'3.
"As examples of omission in (he ear- have about two inches from the top Exercise
brought some relief, but it
lier manuscripts, before the recension of each leaf. Fragments are found did not rid me of the trouble. The
of Antioch and Alexandria, may be from all the Epistles of Paul, except kidney secertions pained in passage
quoted the following phrases: John Romans, for which, as well as for and were highly colored. Hearing so
5:4, "For an ange'i went down at a Acts and the Catholic Epistles, there much said in praise of Doan's Kidney
certain season into the pool and was ample space in the lost part. Pills, I procured a supply and comtroubled the water; whosoever then The Revelations of John is missing, menced using them. After I had takfirst stepped in was made whole of and as both the last leaves and a frag- en a few doses, I noticed a marked
whatsoever disease he had.' Mark ment of the back cover are preserved, improvement and before I had
6:11, 'Verily I say unto you, it shall It is evident that the work was neevr
the contents of the box, I was
be more tolerable for Sodom and contained in the nr tuscript. The pe- completely cured."
Komorra in the day of judgment than culiar omission must he explained as
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
for that city. In Mark 7:8, 'Washing a reminiscence of earlier times, when cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo,
of pots and cups and many other the Revelation was not accepted at New York, sole agents for the United
things ye do.' In Mark 9:49, 'And canonica'i. The style of writing dates States.
Remember the name Doan's and
every sacrifice shall be salted1 with the manuscript early in the sixth
take 110 other. Adv,
salt' Mark 11 :2S, 'But if ye do not
,
forgive, neither will your Father
which is in heaven forgive your tresthe genealpasses.' In Luke 3:23-3ogy of Jesus is omitted. In the very
early times the genealogy was someI
times considered as a preface and not
n
as a part of the Gospel of Matthew.
This manuscript seems to be decisive on the question of the contradiction, between the genealogies and the
divine birth, of which scholars have
recently made so much. Instead of
omitting the s.tory of the divine birth
we should
A3
omit the genealogies,
(1
against the original connection of
which with the present gospels there
is. some manuscript evidence."
An Addition to Mark
Over against these omissions there
is a very important addition to the
last twelve verses of Mark, which
have been questioned hy scholars,
but which appear in this manuscript.
After yerse 14 the discussion between
Christ and His disciples is continued,
with Christ's reply, which appears
is the only kind that will appeal to you during the hot summer
nowhere else:
months. Therefore it's up to you to get a
"And they answered, saying, this
age of unrighteousness and unbelief
is under the (power of) Satan, which
does not permit the things which are
(made) impure by the (evil) spirits
Cleaner and Coder than Ccal or W cod Cheaper than Gas
to comprehend me truth of God (and)
his power. For this reason reveal thy
Made with 1, 2, 3 and 4 burners.
Dealers everywhere.
righteousness now, they said to
Catalogue on request
Christ, and Christ replied to them:
The limit of the years of the power
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
of Satan had been fulfilled, but other
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
terrible things are near at hand; and
Salt L&Le Cllj
1 was delivered unto death on behalf
Doise,
CuUe,
Cheyenne,
of those whOi sinned, in order that
they may return to the truth and sin
forty-fourt-

e
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ragrant Saazer Hop Gardens

imports more Saazer Hops than all other brewers,
Its this exclusive Saazer Hop flavor that placed their master brew
Anheuser-Busc-
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Weldon, 111.
"Gentlemen t Through Eckmao's Alterative I have been saved from a premature
grave. On December 14, I'M, I was taken
with Typhoid J'neumouia.
My luni?s became very much affected; my sputum
was examined and Tuberc ulosla Bacilli
were found. Oa February 21, 1005, I was
advised to go to Fort Worth, Texas.
While there an abscess In my right lung
broke and discharged. 1 grew worse, and
became very much emaciated. My physician- informed
me that I must go to
Colorado as quickly as possible.
I left
21
and arrived lu Canon
June
Texas,
After beinir
City, June 3 very feeble.
there two weeks my physician Informed
me that my case was hopeless.
Three
weeks later I returned home, weighing
103 pounds, the doctor having given me
no assurance of reaching there alive.
"On July 14, 1W)5,
I began taking
Eekmnn's wonderful remedy for Consumption.
Today I weigh 108 pounds. 1
am stout and well and can do any kind
of wo
about my grain elevator. I have
not an ache nor pain In my lungs, eat
well, sleep well, and never felt better."
AUTITOR WEBB.
(Sworn affidavit)
Kckman's Alterative Is affective In Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
g
or
drugs. Ask for booklet

graph.
The manuscript covers, despite ail
the years in which they have lain
buried in the sands, are truly wonder,
ful in their coloring and preservation.
The painted covers of the manuscript of the Gospels are made cf
wooden panels, five and
inches.
by eight and three-eightThey show full length figures of the
four evangelists.
The painting is
coarse and irregular in the strokes,
with the flesh painted in ivory white,
and the details in black, red and
white. The detail colors are laid on
very thick'iy, while the border, originally of yellow, has for tile most part
peeled badly, and the green back
ground has turned almost black. On

i

Clean, Sweet Cooking

ALONE at theTop
beers. The supreme quality and purity of

Absolutely

cf the world's bottled
Budweiser come from our brewing and aging only from the choicest
Barley and rarest Saazer Hops. Our plant is the largest and finest
in the world and our output is the greatest.
Bottled only at the home plant

Anheuser-Busc-

h

St.Xouis.

in St. Louis

Brewery

B. F. McGUIRE, Distributor
East Lai Vegas, N. M.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

IT

FOUH

byteriau tii'trck and., was followed by
a large reception at the home of the
bride's parents in East Sixty seventh
ESTABLISHED 1879
street.
has been promThe biiJe of
Published By
inent in New York society since she
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
made her debut about three years
(Incorporated.)
She is fond of outdoor sports,
ago.
rides a great deal and is an excellent
EDITOR shot. Her father, Benjamin F. Yoam. M. PADGETT
kum, Is one of the leading .railroad
executives of 'the country. He is a
Texan by birth and is a former president of the Santa Fe railroad. For
some years he has been chairman of
Entered at the poatoffice at East the directors of the St. Louis and San
Lab Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- Francisco railroad and of the Chimission through the United States cago and Eastern Illinois railroad.
malls as second class matter.
ir-Ja-y

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Carrier
Fer Copy
One Week
One Month

Die!) FROM EATING
05
15
65

'

THE LOCO

WEED

7.5C

One Year
Daily,
One Year
Six Months

by Mall
?c

SPRINGER
WOMAN
MISTAKES
DEADLY PLANT FOR GREENS
DIES WHILE ASLEEP.

o

3.00

Springer, N. M., June 4 For the
first time known in the history of
this section a woman died here from
?2-the effects of eating loco weed. The
One Year
victim was Mrs. I. M. Head', wife of
Six Months
a ranchman 'who came here recently
from
Waco, Texas, to take charge of
Mail
SubscripCash in Advance for
the old Erackett ranch. The family
tions.)
had resided here about a month.
Remit by draft, check or money or.
Late Tuesday lira. Head gathered
aer. If sent otherwise we will not
for dinner. Mistaking the
greens
fee responsible for loss.
loco weed for a plant with which she
on
applicaSpecimen copies free
was familiar In Texas, she gathered
tion.
a liberal amount of it and served it to
the family for dinner. All those who
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT ate the greens were made i'il, some
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
only slightly, according to the amount
PAID FOR
they ate. As greens was a favorite
dish of Mrs. Head's she partook of it
Advertisers era guaranteed the liberally. For two days following the
largest dally and weekly circulation meal she was in a half stupor. She
of any newspaper In northern New refused to send for a doctor as she
said she was in no pain, but only
Mexico.
sleepy. Friday her condition became
bo alarming that Dr. Schwald was
TELEPHONES
had spread
called, but the poison
Main I
BUSINESS OFFICE
her entire system and the
through
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
doctor could do nothing to save her.
A son who is attending college at
Waco was wired for, but did not arWEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1913.
rive until; Monday morning.
WEEKLY

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

j
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THE IMMUUED TWELVE
"Gentlemen of the jury," said the ALRDOOERQUE POLICE
court, "until you have rendered a verdict in this case you will be kept in
CATCH A FORGER
close confinement." Then followed
other announcements and. instructions. The jurors were lorbldden to
FAILURE OF YOUNG MAN TO DE
discuss the case among themselves
STROY BLOTTER RESULTS IN
or to speak of the testimony to
HIS ARREST
which they had listened all day.
They were to be perfectly free to
Albuquerque, N. M., June 4. Just
write letters to their families, but
one hour after he had passed
fwould not be allowed to receive let-- exactly
a check for one hundred and forty do!
iters except under the censorship of
liars on the First National bank of
the court
.
..
this city, ,7. L. Parkinson, formerly
.
It was to be
New York, but a native of Phila
of
case, involving to some extent a
found himself in the city
delphia,
prominent man's reputation and an
jail, awaiting a preliimnary hearing
outspoken man's money. In fact, it on
the. charge of forgery.
elmmers down to a Question of the
was arrested by Chief of
Parkinson
to
ownership of $10,000. The parties
at. the Combs hotel.
McMillin
Police
it are able to await its outcome with
his guilt.
He
acknowledged
equanimity,, in the meantime receiv
his age at 28.
who
gives
Parkinson,
a
trouble
their
and
expense
ing for
and
all the
has
well
is
dressed
deal of publicity and the joy of cona
young
of
at
is
test. Neither life nor liberty
etake. Nobody is going to be hanged business man.
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock he
as a result of the trial and nobody is
at the First National bank.
in
arpeared
sufferers
to
The
only
going
jail.
i.ne vital respect of freedom to pur- Approaching Assistant Cashier Ross
Merrht, he presented a letter of introsue happiness are the jurors.
duction
from Manager Haines Gridley
the
a
is
service
upon
duty
Jury
citizen by law. It Is not necessary of the Santa- - Fe Gold and Copper
that he enjoy it. This despite the company of San Pedro. When the
men fail to cashier had read the letter Parkinson
evade it, as
man
fail to laid down a check made out in favor
vade it, a 3 occasionally
seems
that of S. Kramer calling for $140 an
it.
it
But
queer
intercept
the law which takes such pains to signed by the Srnta Fe Gold and Copsecure their full rights to accused or per company, Haines Gridley, man!
,
contentious citizens can seize twelve ager.
and
sort
The
men of the most innocent
signature was regular In apforce them, theoretically at least, into pearance and Mr. Merritt did not hes& position
where it can and does itate a second about turning over the
the most rudimentary money. Parkinson picked it up and
them
deny
":;
walked out,
rights.
rAnd Jngttheif suspicion entered the
Amoiip the many thing? wh'eh, as
everybody knows, are the, matter mind of the cashier. Seizing the tele-witthe jury systemone of the Jxf; phone.' he scalled pp,ifia P,9-i,tI"(
.
gest is that the juror seems to have Mr. Gridley there?" ,
no rights which the court is bound to! jtr.. Gridley was there all right..11,
"Did you issue a check for $140
respect As we were lately reminds,
the Jury ofttimes is not even allowed m favor 0f s. Kramer?"
to decide the verdict. That the ae- yn air" came back the answer
fent3 of the system might largely dis- - over the lons; distance line,
appear with the adoption of more con-- j
Thig was en0ugh for Mr. Merritt
ciderat treatment for jurors we are Hastily reaching for his coat he call
admonished by the plight of the 12
up .n;ef McMillin and started for
good but unlucky men who, or an the thp Alvavaao notei.
Iiartlclpants In the exciting affair, are
Reaching tilere one of the first pertne
of
the
alone denied
enjoyment
was Parkinson:
hR et)COUntered
SQMg
Imlly Marquette affair. Topeka State sinin nUeti7 in a rocking chair.
Journal.
Isn't your name Kramer?" inquired
the bank official
"No, fir. Why do you ask?" was
MISS YOAKUM A JUNE BRIDE,
New York, June 4. At one of the the response.
"Well, you resemble a man for
smost brilliant weddings New York
Mis3 Bessie whom I cashed a check this after3ias seen this season
"Yoakum, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. noon," remarked Mr. Merritt suspi'Benjamin F. Yoakum, this afternoon ciously. V
"The clerk can vouch for me. My
Siecame the bride of Francis K. Lar-so- n
of Mr. and .virs. John Lar-fei- n name is rarkinson," said the young
of this city. The ceremony was man,
gurecnougn, the clerk wag willing
performed in the Fifth Avenue Pres1

him. He had been a
and left a few days
at
the
hotel
guest
ago, taking a room at the Hotel
to vouch for

'

,

EXPERT GIVES

Combs.
INTERESTING STORY
Mr. Merritt was not exactly satis-- ,
fied and left in search of Chief McDEJR.,
Millin. He found the chief at the PERCIVAL
ROBERTS,
SCRIBES EVOLUTION IN THE
Combs and while they were talking
METAL BUSINESS
together in walked Parkinson.
"That's the man," said Merritt to
New York, June 4. Percivai Robthe chief.
I
that
I
satisfied
'T thought
you
erts, Jr., former president of the
was not the man," exclaimed Parkin- American Bridge company and a director of the United States Steel corposon.
'Well you have not satisfied me," ration, testified today in the governinterrupted the chief, "and you will ment's suit to dissolve the corporahave to explain to me who you are tion. Mr. Roberts, who was characand what your employment ts. As terized by Judge Gary in recent tespractical
you live here, let us go up to your timony as "the greatest
steel man in the world," described the
room and talk it over."
The party adjourned to Parkinson's evolution in making iron and steel
room and the young man strenuously during the last 50 years.
Mr. Roberts said that with the indenied ever having been in the First
National bank, much less' passing a troduction of basic and
check there. He told a good stpry steel, plants had to be rebuilt and inand might have got away with it had dividual concerns found that they had
It been directed to a less experienced not sufficient capital to make the
man than the police chief. The chief manufacture of steel commercially
has had experience with forgers be profitable without combining.
"Thes
fore.
evolutions were; the funroom
discover
he
reasons
over
for all the combi
the
damental
Looking
ed a nice new blotter. It had only nations of steel concerns between
been used once, but this one was 1S98 and 1910, he said.
enough, for when it was held to the
mirror it disclosed the signature of
open-heart-

Haines Gridley, Identical with that
on the hogus check.
"Did Mr. Gridley come up to your
room to sign the check or did yon
keep the blotter as a souvenir?" in
quired the chief.
Parkinson broke down and ac
He was out
knowledged the crime.
had been
of work, he said, and
promised a position with the San
Francisco branch of Haskins and
Sells, certified public accountants, of
Chicago, a firm with which he, had
formerly been employed.
He had met Mr. Peter White, representative of the firm In Albuquerque, been promised the position and
expected to use part of the proceeds
of the forgery in paying his way to
the coast.
was
When searched Parkinson
found to be possessed of $145, five
dollars more than the amount he received for the bad check. Forty dol
lars of the money was enclosed in a
letter addressed to Manager Menden-hal- l
of the De Varwis hotel at Santa
that this
Fe. Parkinson explained
was to settle a hotel bill which he
bad been forced to leave unpaid when
he left Santa Fe some days ago.
Parkinson claims to be a member
of a good family in Philadelphia
where he says his brother Is a prominent attorney. He came to New
Mexico nearly a year ago and for
several months was employed by the
Santa Fe Gold and Copper company
as a stenographer and bookkeeper. He
says he is an expert accountant; nev
er was in trouble before and that he
committed the crime for which he is
held on the spur of the moment and
without thought 'of the consequences
which are likely to be severe since the
bank officials are not likely to be
lenient in view of the number of for
gery cases which have occurred in
Albuquerque of late.
'
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CONSTITUTIONALISTS
TAKE MATAMORAS
AS
TOWN REPORTED
BORDER
TAKEN YESTERDAY FALLS
EARLY THIS MORNING

June 4.
an important' border port" of
entry, fell into the hands of Mexican
constitutionalists early today after
a battle that continued several hdurs
yesterday. The town's i'eedral defenders ran out ofammunition and they
slipped quietly away, leaving the rebels in control.
The last stand by the garrison of
regulars and volunteers entrenched
around the plaza was made at 3
o'clock this morning.
They, had been
in the trenches for 10 hours withou
a moment for rest or eating and had
used their last cartridges.
The constitutionalists did not attempt to force the center of the city
until 5 o'clock today, when they left
the market plaza, which they had oc
cupied at 3 o'clock Tuesday.
They
advanced, firing as they came, fearing that some of thje feedrals might ne
still entrenched behind the bags of
stone and dirt.
A remarkable feature of the defense offered by the city limits was
that during the most of the fighting
they were practically without superior officers. Dr. Tiarragan, mayor of
the city, who was reported in last
night's dispatches to have been killed,
escaped to the American side.
This morning Blanco's men rode
to the ferry, raised the embarg) and
opened the bridge. At the light and
power plant further up the river Colonel Castro with 250 men led aw attack from 10:30 a. m. to 1 o'clock
this afternoon dislodging the federals.
Eight of Castro's command were killed and about the same number were
wounded.
Three dead federals were
left on the ground and about 13 captured. The total number of dead accounted foif'iiS; about 80 The jistj of
wounded on both sides' will not "reach
Brownsville,

Tex.,

Mata-mora-

"

'

huahua City. Since the Central line
for weeks has been cut below Chihuahua City, there is no traffic either
north or south of the state capital.

Fa
l!

Huerta Will Try to Retake City
Mexico City, June 4. A force of
a
i;000 federal soldiers, including
detcchment of artillery, is to leave
Vera Cruz today for Matamorab, according to the war department. The
authorities believe they will be able
to
the town.
FORMER, AMBASSADOR
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opwantcornlittle

DEAD.
4. Lucius

11

a"ty

e
kiddie from
every
to come to our office Saturday

We

San Francisco, June
Harwood Foote, formerly United
States minister to Korea and one
time adjutant general of California,
died at his home here today aged 87.
Two years ago he was stricken with

t

kid-vill-

afternoon, June 7th... between Three
and Five o'clock tvnd we'll have

cornucopiaL of fresh,
hot, just bvittered popcorn for each of you!

apoplexy.
AN IMMENSE SENTENCE.
Cheyenne, Wyo., June 4. Frederick
Clarke, of Orin Junction, who pleadMrs. Littel
ed guilty to assaulting

Snively, and her niece, was sentenced
to 106 years in the state penitentiary.

It's a regular party and you're invited.
"we'll nuvver, nuvver come to yov.r party."

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Xew York, Jimo 4. Farther wholesale liquidation of secur es occured
foay as a resuU of disturbed condi-

So come

or

Ten boy and girl cooks will 'pop' the corn on El Tostovo
a dandy little electric toaster-stovthat your mamma
should have on her breakfast table. It makes toast, fries
so
eggs and heats coffee and tea, cooks hotcakes and--omany' other things besides popping corn! And costs so
little to buy it so little to run it.
e

tions here and rbroad. European centers unloaded stocks which were unsalable abroad
except at sacrifice
prices, and the wht' lit suffered
from a series o? seiiul bear drives.
by the
Sentiment was le'esK-.-of the
in
values
shrinkage
end and by tli- - fact ;ht it was
the standard investment issues which
for salG, regari- wtre being pres1?
li es of rapidly falli.ig prices.
Dispatches frj:n Wii.u'iti.i, re
proceedings
garding further
stid to have be'iji planned were ciid
factor. Standard
nr another be?.;'
stocks broke with more celerity than
the obscure issues, some of them falling a full point between sales. Bonds
were weak. Baltimore and Ohio con
vertibles, which were underwritten at
93, sold at 90.
Completion of the London selling,
which aggregated 25,000 shares and
the announcement from Washington
that no immediate trust prosecutions
were contemplated, checked the heavy liquidation of the forenoon. Recoveries reached a point in several
stocks, including Union Pacific, Lehigh Valley, Northern Pacific and
Reading but were not especially well
held!

Belated liquidation of the Tobacco
shares caused some sensational declines, hut the movement otherwise
Union Pacific and
was upward.
ruled
nearly 2 points above
Reading
the' lowest and other favorites half
as 'much. American Tobacco slumped 15 points and some of its former
subsidiaries five.
The market closed heavy. Fractional fluctuations were the rule in
the final hour. Prices moved irregularly, traders taking profit on the
sharp recovery. The market Bhowed
none of the feverishness which characterized the early movement. The
last sales were as follows:
68T-Amalgamated Copper
106
Sugar
961,4
Atchison
'.
tr6
...
,
Reading
931,4
Southern Pacific
143
Union Pacific
United States Steel
,. 5 5 '4
104
United States Steel, pfd.l

h,

i

Ask mamma for one!

you.

But come to our party, any way and bring mamma with
She may have a cornucopia too!
Party starts at 3 o'clock and lasts until 5.

Veas

Las

1

I

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
Corn, July 58; September 59;
That I, Jess Hunziker, will not be
December 57.
Oats, July 38; September 38: responsible for any debts that my
wife, Antonia Garcia Hunziker, may
December 39.
(
contract.
Pork, July $20.10; Sept. $19.65.
Dated this 3rd day of June, 1913.
September
Lard, July $10.92;
JESSE HUNZIKER.
$19.
October
$11;
Ribs, July $11.5; Sept. $11.2P.2.
Can't Keep it Secret
The splendid work of Chamberlain's
Tablets is daily becoming more wideKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, June 4. Hogs, re- ly known. No such grand remedy for
stomach and liver troubles has ever
ceipts 75,000. Market 5 cents lower. been known.
Bulk $8.358.45;
heavy $8.308.40;
NOTICE.
packers and butchers $S.358.50;
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
lights $8.408.50; pigs $77,75. ,.
Market Ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
Cattle, receipts 6,000.
strong. Prime fed steers $8.258.65; lakes, which are the two northerndressed beef steers
$7.358.15; most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
western steers $G.508.10; southern of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
steers $5.507.G5; ows $4.507.25; person will he allowed to hunt or
stackers and fish upon this property except memheifers $6.508.45;
feeders $6.508; bulls $G7.50; bers of tho club, and all persons gocalves $7(ffl0.50.
ing there muBt be prepared to show
8,000. , Market a memberehlp card in this organizaSheep,
receipts
Otherwise they will be arreststeady. Lambs $G.758.25; yearlings tion.
$56.50; wethers $4.505.50; ewes ed for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
$45.25; rtockers and feeders $3.50
AND FISHING CLUB.
m.
,:
,

i

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Ramos was shot near the
Chicago June 4. Wheat sagged tomarket. He reached the trenches on day because offerings won unsiia!!--fand demand only scattered.
his horse and waved his sword and
shouted for the Huerta government
weakness of cables tended
shot hiin. to check luying. Thaie was also
when Lieutenant Facol
Five women in Blaco's camp took an prediction of further1 showers in Kan-guiHie r.pening varie.l from y 'ewactive part in the fighting. The bull
rin; was destroyed, as were 12 other er to H higher. July Parted at 91 r$
off to
to
ranging from
places set on fire by bombs thrown 91
a shade advance and declined to 90
by Blanco's men.

Light & Power Co.

GOOD

DRESSING

0

f

40.
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Major

The-relativ-

EMPRESS
FLOUR

....
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It s giving

f

you

a present for doing something
you

'd do

any
when
way
you
learn how Much
Betfer EMPRESS
is.

FLOUR really
Made

is.

by GER-

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
N
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
PLAT E
BEAUTIFUL
FR ENCH- GREY (STER
LING) FINISH

EMPRESS

y

JUH WrttS

LADIES'

INJUNt

HOME JOURNAL PATTERNS

?

s

;

STEEL

JUNE 4, 1913.

VEDNESDAY,

can be

tained in thi city from

ALL GROCERS

ob- -

91,

The close was nervous with
.
net lower at 89
Corn proved responsive to moderate commission purchases, due to
smallhess of receipts and to good
Cash inquiry. July;! which opened unchanged to Vs lower at 58 to 58,
rose to 58. The market afterward
reacted with wheat. The close was
easy with July Vi net lower at 58.
Liberal hedging sales had a . bearish effect on oats. July, after starting unchanged to a sixteenth higher
at 391L- to 39, defended ro

A Copy of Good Dressing FREE at Our Pattern

.

Matamoras Is Important Port.
Washington, June 4. Army officers
and diplomats foresee in a rebel capture of Matamoras a tremendous advantage fof the Carranza constitutionalists fighting to overthrow.) the
Huerta government. Agents' Of .Carranza in this country have been acof dollars'
cumulating thousands
worth of munitions of war, awaiting
the capture of a port of entry.
The neutrality Taws of the United
States have practically cut off all supfrom
the constitutionalists.
plies
With Matamoras in their possession,
the rebels would have a gateway. At
today there
the state department
were no evidences that the prospects
of recognition of the Huerta government had changed.

July

1

N ALL SERVICE STORE
.Onfe'oHhei advantages of dealing

wih feachrach'Ss that0

Windu hiiye

practically every th,ing. can be .bought here.

bought silk stockings here and want some pairs of inexpensive
f

'I:-

hose for hard service, it is never necessary to go elsewhere for
them.

After you have bought your boy a fine suit or pair of

-

Provisions' appeared to sympathize
with the bulge in corn and first sans
advance
ranged from 10 off to 2
Pork
v:ih September as follows:
lard $11 to $11.0214 ; 'ribs
$19.75;
$11.25.

The closing quotations were:
Central.
Wheat, July S378; September 89;
4. Castillo's
December 92.
federal' mutineers today cut the Mexican Central railway At a point 30
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
miles south of Juarez, completely
ail
railway
shutting off this pOrt from
Spanish-speakinaged
communication
to the south. They WANTED Middle
referwith
woman
geod
Mexithe
practically had destrpyed
ences as companion. Inquire Shucan Northwestern railway which runs
mate's Studio.
southwest of Juarez and east to Chl- -

shoes you can find here also the best play blouses for 49c that
price will buy anywhere!

It is so all over the store.

grade of merchandise that

is' worth having

Bacharach's.

'

Every

will be found at

Many people have not realized this fact, and it

is worth realizing.

Rebels Cut Mexican
Et Paso, Tex., June

The

m

si

n

Store of Quality"

E.LASVEGA

'

'i .'
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'

I
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PERSONALS

A. O. Jahren
of Wagon Mound
came in last night;' for a few days'
business visit in Lasegas.
John Pflueger, postmaster at Santa
Fe, came in last evening for a few

.

to sentencing Garcia Judge) Leahy
hoard arguments upon the motion of
Mr. Veeder for a new
trjal. The
cpurt overruled tne motion and Mr.
Veeder took an exception.
The court this afternoon took tip
the damage suit of Dr. H. M. Smith
against the board of trustees of the
New Mexico Hospital for the Insane.
The right of trial by Jury has been
waived by both parties to the suit,
and the case is being heard In chambers. Dr. Smith asks ?15,O00 damages for violation of a contract which

Piano for rent. 18 Crockett build- days' business visit in Las Vegas.
Hale Lutz and son, Henry, came in
ing.
L. A. Nohr of Watrous came in yesterday evening from their home
last night for a short business visit at Lincoln for a few days' visit in
Las Vegas. .
in Las Vegas.
Jacob Davidhisor, a well known
William Baruch of Trinidad came
in last night for a Bhoit business vis farmer of the mesa, has returned
from Indiana whero he nas been for
it in Las Vegas.
H. Taldingter came in last evening the past few weeks on a visit with
hj3 claims was
from Santa Fe' for a short, business relatives.
trustees.
f
Miss Leah Barrachs and Miss
visit in Las Vegas.
this
came
in
Watkins of Deming
Theodore Chacon of Albuquerque
?:

provements that have been made by
the c'iub and will be greatly appreciated by the tourists. A number of
people from California who have made
the trip over this road stated that
the highway was in- - fair condition
but that the need was great for signs,
as it was difficult to determine the
exact direction to either Las Vegas
or Santa Fe. The signs were placed
by a man hired for that purpose. It
is probable that the club will take an
Inspection trip in the near future over
the road that has been marked.

i

the tremendous accumulating effect of money put at interest in this institution where it draws

4;Per Cent Interest, Compounded

afternoon for

gas.

). W. Bowden is in Las Vegas on
his weekly business visit representing
the firm of Colsen and. Company of
Trinidad.
Clarence Iden of Gross Kelly and
Company made a short business trip
to Rowe and other places in that direction yesterday.
J. W. Brown, an official of the Fred
Harvey Eating houses, came in last
night from Kansas City for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
K. McMaster of Aztec, came in
last evening for a few days' business
visit in Las Vegas. Mr. McMaster is
a well known business man of Aztec.
Mrs. Frank H. Thompson of
Ohio, came in 'last evening for
an extended visit with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Schaefer of this
'

a,

city.
J. W. McGinley, representative for
the Knappfelt Hat company of Connecticut, was a business visitor in
Las Vegas today from his headquar-

ters in Denver.
W. A. Cameron, traveling freight
agent for the Santa Fe Hallway company, came in last night for a few
days' business visit in Las Vegas. He
lives in El Paso.v
J. Garrett and I. A. Dove of Los
Angeles came In last night from Albuquerque for a short business visit
in Las Vegas. They are representatives for an advertising firm of Los
Angeles.
Miss Nellie Batchelor, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor of this
city, came in last night from Salina,
Kan., where she has been for the past
winter. Miss Batchelor will spend the
summer visiting her parents here.
Myer Frietlmann, accompanied by
Mrs. H. C- Lewis, will leave tomorrow
morning on the limited for their respective homes on the Pacific coast.
Mr. Friedmann will go to his home at
San Francisco and Mrs. Lewis to
Portland, Ore. The two have been
visiting relatives in the city for the
past few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Boyer, accompanied by Mrs. E. 0. Bray, left this
morning in Mr. Boyer'B auto for Denver. Mr. Boyer is the state manager
for the Fraternal Brotherhood and
came in yesterday from Santa Fe to
attend the big meeting of the 'local
lodge last night. They made the trip
in a Maxwell car.
N. M. Cudabec,
proprietor of the
Model Novelty store in Albuquerque,
drove in yesterday afternoon from
the Duke City for a ehon business
visit in Las Vegas. He made the trip
in a Buick auto and stated that the
roads near Las Vegas were far superior to those leading out of Albuquerque. He was accompanied on the trip
by Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hoge, Frank
Cotton and Roy Pittman, all of
-

.

a three month's stay

here. They will attend the Normal
during the summer.
L. Lewkowitz,
representative for
the Niloa Moser Cigar company, came
in this afternoon from his headquarters in Kansas City for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
Sam Dailey, formerly a student of
the New Mexico Normal University
came in this, afternoon from his home
at Deming, and will be a student at
the Normal during, the summer ses
sion.

PEOPLES BANK

disregarded by the

MARTINEZ WINS CASE
The case of Malaquias Martinez vs.
E. P. Woodward, involving the light
of the plaintiff to a tract of land
leased from the state, which the deunder a similar
HARPER HARMON WED fendantwasalso claimed
a
at
recent term of
tried
right,
the district court in Taos. After
TEACHER
BECOMES Woodward obtained his lease th4
POPULAR
state constitution went into effect and
A
SANTA FE
THE BRIDE OF
National League.
had the result of cancelling rights ol
MACHINIST
Boston at Chicago; clear.
to
renewal which were understood
Philadelphia at Pittsburg; cloudy.
in vogue beunder
the
exist
system
5
o'clock
at the
Last evening at
at Cincinnati; clear.
Brooklyn
became operahome of Rev. Norman Skinner pas- fore that instrument
New York at St. Louis; clear.
tor of the First Presbyterian church, tive. Prior to the grant of a renewAmerican League.
al right to the defendant, Martinez
MisstRebecea McKenzie and Mr.
Chicago at Boston; clear.
Harmon were united in the applied for and was granted the land.
Detroit at Philadelphia; cloudy.
that he had a
bonds of matrimony. The ceremony The defendant claimed
Cleveland at New York; cloudy.
to it and that therewas simple but impressive.
Louis at Washington; rain.
Only a' superior right
St
fore the grant made to Martinez was
few friends of. the couple attended.
American Association.
void. The court upheld
the state
Mrs. Harmon has been a resident of
at Minneapolis;
Kansas
City
a writ
Las Vegas for the past 11 years and land commissioner, adjudged
cloudy.
of ouster to the plaintiff and gave to
Columbus at Indianapolis; clear.
during that time has been a student
him in addition damages in the sum
of the New Mexico Normal UniverLouisville at Toledo; clear.
of $09, being the rental value of the
St. Paul at Milwaukee; clear.
sity and a teacher in the public
schools. She is well known here and premises during the period that it
Western League.
was withheld by the defendant. Renehas a large number of friends who
Denver at Topeka; clear.
han and Wright represented the plain
wish her happiness.
Wichita at Lincoln; cloudy.
tiff, Martinez.
Mr. Harmon is practically a Las
Des Moines at St. Joseph; clear.
Sioux City at Omaha; clear.
hoy having spent the larger part
of his life here. He is employed by
RAINFALL REACHED
YESTERDAYS BASEBALL.
the Santa Fe Railway company at
National League.
the local shops as machinist and is
INCH HARK At Pittsburg: Pittsburg, 7; Boston,
THE
well known by Las Vegas people. He
2.
is a good baseball player and is a
At Cincinnati: Cincinnati, 1; Brook
favorite with the fans here. Mr. and
Mrs. Harmon left last night on train CROPS WILL BE GREATLY BEN- lyn, 0.
EFITED BY THE DOWNPOUR
At St. Louis: New York, 5; St.
No. 2 for Denver where
they will
OF YESTERDAY
Louis, 3.
spend their honeymoon.

Enrique Sena, assistant United
States marshal, left this afternoon for
Santa Fe where he will be on busi
ness for a short time. During his stay
at Santa Fe Mr. Sena will turn over
his office to his successor.
Mrs. T. H. Rapp of Santa Fe came
in this afternoon and will be among
the guests at the wedding of Miss
and Dr. Warren B.
Ada Springer
Davis of Philadelphia, which will occur tonight at the Springer residence.
Mrs. Jacob Landau will leave tonight for New York City and other
places in the "ast where she wi'il
summer. Dr. Landau will
spend-thfollow Mrs. 'Landau In a short time,
return to Las Vegas
and both will
next September.
Mrs. Don W. Lusk, wife of Don
W. Lusk, of the Albuquerque Morning Journal and formerly connected
with The Optic, passed through here
this afternoon on her way from Albuquerque to Gardner, N. M., where she
wi'il he the truest of Dr. and Mrs. H.
W. Heymahn for a few days.
O. L. Hargrove, of Payette, Idaho,
came in this afternoon from Las Vegas Nevada, where he was sent by
mistake when he started for Las Vewas last week. He' will take the
place of John C. Baker as professor
of chemistry and sciences in the
New Mexico Normal University.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bergman left
this afternoon for 'Sweetwater, Tex
as, where Mr. Bergman has secured
a position as storekeeper with the
Santa Fe Railway company. Mr
Bereman has been employed by the
Santa Fe here, but recently was pro
moted to the position at Sweetwater

GARCIA GETS THREE

suss

mmm

OF GABRIEL GALLEGOS
SENTENCED THIS MORNING
BY JUDGE LEAHY.

CAPITAL

TODAY'S BASEBALL

Har-parp-

SHAFFER WILL BE
HERE SOON
LIGHTWEIGHT WHO IS TO MEET
NEWMAN ON JUNE 17 COMING
TO VEGAS TO TRAIN
Kid Shaffer, who recently won a
decision over Kid Anaya in Albuquerque, is expected to arrive in Las Vegas either tomorrow or Friday to begin training for his lightweight battle with Louis Newman on June 17.
Newman, who recently went to Denver, will return Sunday to begin his
training here. The match is expected to be a good ont, both boys having
a good reputation behind them. While
Newman is the favorite with the Las
Vegas fans, Shaffer Is the best man.

Place
d rid Bake
the Morning

!Jli!UssJ;;!.'--

i

If the family do not all eat breakfast together,! you can
bake a few at a time. If you are having hoi biscuits for supper,
mix and cut out enough more for breakfast. They will be
much nicer freshly baked than warmed over.
Of course yon can't do this very successfully with sour
milk and soda or with any of the old fashioned, single acting
hot biscuits
baking powders, but this convenient way of making if
you use
is
satisfactory
and muffins for breakfast
entirely
!

fl re
IJ
"

If

f

Bai

Powder

which is really a blend of two baking powders, one of which
as moisture is added.
begins to give off leavening ga3 as soon
will
The other is inactive until heat is applied. The dough
remain in a partly leavened condition for hours and when
up just as light and fluffy
put in the oven will come
'
as if freshly mixed.
Get a can of K C today and try this easy wT at baking
s
at once. You'll never bo back to the bM way. u.
Mar-nit-

CLUB SENDS OUT
TO PLACE MARKERS
.
AT ALL CROSSINGS

COMMERCIAL

them Fresh in

i

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
7

O

il oMmln

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. B. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

MAN

Tha new road signs (that were obtained recently through the efforts of
Secretary W H. Stark of the Commercial club, were sent out this morning to be placed in the locations between here and Santa Fe marked by
William Springer and Mr. Stark some
time ago. These signs will all be in
their positions by tomorrow afternoon and will be a big improvement
on the route of the old Santa Fe Trail.
The signs are painted black with d
white background and thus are better than those placed recently between Las Vegas and Watrous.
The Commercial club alone made it
possible to place these signs along
the trail and has been at a big ex
Part of
pense in the undertaking.
the, signs are marked to show the
direction of Santa Fe and part to de
signate the direction of Las Vegas,
At all important crossroads, signs will
be placed, so that no spot in the road
of any significance is being left unmarked.
This will be one of the best Im- -

At his conference with the board
of county commissioners yesterday
afternoon Governor William C. Mc
Donald declared that he would do all
in his power to bring about better
harmony between the members of the
county road board and the commissioners. Road matters were discussed'
in detail. Governor McDonald gave
no Intimation as to whether or not
he would make any changes in the
personnel of the road board. The executive said he was anxious to see
matters straightened out in order that
more road work might be done in San
Miguel county.
Before the passage of the law creating the road commissioners a great
deal of road work was done in San
Meguel county by the "ounty commissioners, the last important highway built being the Canon del Agua
road. Three bridges now are being
built at points in the county which
Contracts
need such improvements.
for these structures were 'let by the
commissioners some time ago. Since
the road commissioners were appointed, however, little has been accomplished for the betterment of the
highways because of friction between
the road officials and the county com
missioners. It is believed tne governor intends to appoint a road board
which will work in harmony with the
county officers.
Subscribe for The Optic.

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

At Philadelphia: Philadelphia, 7;
Detroit, 3.
At New York: Cleveland, 8; New

Interest Paid on

York, 2.

At Boston: Boston, 3; Chicago, 2.
Western League.
At Lincoln: Lincoln, 3; Wichita,
,At Omaha:

Omaha,

7;

Time Deposits

0.

Sioux City,

3.

At St. Joseph: Des Moines, 7; St.
Joseph, 1.
At Topeka: Denver, 7; Topeka, 0.

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

STANDING OF CLUBS
Natoinal League.
Won

Ciub
New York
Brooklyn

11

.670

(.22
21

16
17

21
21

30
20
24
22
27

.579
.553
.512
.512
.442
.389
.372

Pittsburg
Chicago
St. Louis

19
14
16

1

Boston
Cincinnati

Lost Pet.

23

Philadelphia

American League.
Won Lost Pet.
Club
10
.756
31
Philadelphia
31
23
24

Cleveland

Washington
Chicago

Boston
Detroit

19

13
19
21
22
28
30

V

31

9
--

St. Louis
New York

d-il
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OVERLAND MCDCi, 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

.705
.548
.533
.463
.391
.3SS
.225

i
..I
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Las Vegas

Aoteieie

Phjne Main 344.

I machineWhalen,

&

Co

Fowler Prtps

Western League.

T

-

Cool

'

St. Louis, 2.

of the
is a
Shaffer
at
Albuquerque,
"bugs"
tough fighter and a scientific boxer.
That he is good in his class has
been shown in Albuquerque at various times.
was .65 in.
Newman, who considers himself the
best lightweight in the southwest,
always shows class in his bouts and GOVERNOR SAYS HE
promises the Las Vegas fans that
he will win the affair with .Shaffer.
FAVORS ROAD WORK
Charles O'Malley, the promoter, has
received a number of orders for seat
reservations for the fight, and it is BUT BEFORE
COUNTY COMMISexpected that all the ringside seats
SIONERS HE DOESN'T FORE-CASwill have been sold by the last of this
HIS ACTIONS.

ON SANTA FE TRAIL

"3

$111,000.00

QOH L il 17 1? V7 O O

American League.
At Washington:
Washington, 3;

coming late in the season the recent rain is in time to do
a wondrous amount of good. The
crops on the mesa will benefit more
of
from this downpour than those
any other locality. Farming there
has been set back by the spring
drought. It is said by experts that
crops planted there now will have
plent yof time to mature.
The rain of yesterday and last
night was general, covering the en
tire mesa and the country surroundAlthough irrigation
ing Las Vegas.
has been a big benefit to the farm
ers in the valleys, this rain will do
more good than cn be comprehended. The alfalfa crop this year prom
ises to be excellent while grain of all
kinds is showing up well.
The fruit crop for the year has
been
slightly damaged. Two hail
storms have more or less hurt the
fruit. But the apple crop, it is said
will be equal to those of former years
and better in some respects.
The rain of yesterday and last
night as taken by the New Mexico
Nornral University weather station,
Although

A

--

-

-

'

ix the Breakfast
Away in a

TRUST CO.

-

.65

ROAD SIGNS PLACED

Set Them

-

-

(EL

-

Judge David J. Leahy this morning
sentenced Ramon Garcia, the man
convicted1 early in the June term of
the district court of second degree
murder tor the killing of Gabriel Gal
legos, to not more than three years
nor more than four years In the state
penitentiary.
Garcia's attorney, John D. W. Veed
er, served notice of appeal, previous week.

the Night Before

One dollar will open an ac
no matter how small the amount is, you will

y.

and

YEARS IN PRISON according to the opinion
SLAYER

Semi-Annuall-

count here and if you keep adding to it regular ,
T""
be surprised to learn "how money grows" how much you will save.

t

came in last night tor a few days'
business visit in Las Vegas.
D. J. Cassidy, a well known merchant of Mora, cam in last night for
a few days' business visit in Las Ve-

SHOULD KNOW ABOIJT

VOL)

Club

Won

i

Denver' ..s.-rSt. Joseph
,

28

.

Zi
23
21

Omaha
jjnColn.
Des Moines
Sioux City

20
18

Topeka
Wichita

17
12

Lost Pet.
14
16
19

.667
.628
.548

19
21

,526
.488
.439
.415
.286

L

24
"30

WITH THE BOXERS.

i

,.;

,

"

.

boxing game.
Since he landed in Australia, Harry
Stone, the New York lightweight, has
defeated Johnny Summers and Hock
Keyes.
Gunboat Smith, who looks to be the
class among the "hopes" at the pres-tn- t
time, and Jim Flynn will clash
in New York in two weeks.
On their first western, trip of the
season, the Champion Red Sox won
seven and lost eight games.

Miller Huggins' Cardinals made an
excellent showing during their eastern trip. The Cards weer the only
western team to break evei with the
Phils.

SUMMER

ALL POINTS

EXCURSIONS

j

TO

1

IN COLORADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
I j daily, commencing June 1 to Sep- tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
J I

Manager 3immy Johnston tIs making
arrangements '.to take hraoBtring of
boxers to Australia. '
of
Gaprge TJnholz, the brother
Rudy, the Boer scrapper, Is coming
to America to try his hand at the
It

1

P

(Pueblo . . $11.80
Fare for round ;trip Colo. Sp'gsS13.70
(Denver, . . S16.60
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.
D.

U BATCH ELOFU Agent

(

i i
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lication. if seining is permitted we
ly valueless, a waste tract which
Lakewood people would like to get
in spring and fail and
used
hunters
LAND skaters In the winter. For more than
our share of the fish, for they won't
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
last long.
a hundred years the doomed St.
John's has held Its own in this city
Yours, with much respect,
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4. The board
of change. Once fine homes were
JAMES M. WOOD.
grouped about it and fashionable folk of loan commissioners consisting of Mr. James M. Wood,
passed beneath its stately portico, Attorney General Clancy, chairman;
Deputy Game and Fish Warden,
but that was long ago Once its doors State Auditor Sargent, secretary and
Lakewood, N. M,
looked forth upon a jealously guard- State Treasurer Marron, treasurer, Dear Sir:
''
ed green park that was the pride of met yesterday in the auditor's office
In reference to your letter of June
'!
IN
the chapel, but there came a day to receive bids on some $430,000 1, inst, I would say that the .Artesia
NEW YORK PLOTS OVERTOP
PRICE ANYTHING WORLD
when the park gave way to an ugly worth of Santa Fe county refunding Advocate, in its article printed under
HAS EVER KNOWN.
freight depot. Gone with the park are bonds, of series B. The bids were! the heading "Were not guilty," on
the fine homes and today the splen opened and were from the following May 30, last, certainly misrepresent
New York, June 4. In spite of the did spire of St. John's rises amid people and on the following amounts ed my views of the case, as I have
recent shrinkages iu the market val- warehouses and tenements. One an- and rates of interest: S. Spitz, San always contended there as violation
ues of the securities in which Wall cient rite of St. John's has remained ta Fe, bid on $25,000 worth of bonds of the law, which fact was very plain RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Street deals, Its real estate values unchanged In all the recent depar- at i per cent; State National bank, ly ,proven in court. The decision ren
have established their title to being tures. Prom that chapel of Trinity Is Albuquerque, $65,000 at 4
not
per cent; dered by the jury at Dayton does
the highest In the world, according to continued the Leake Dole of Bread. Security National bank, Kansas City, by any means, end the case, as it is Five cent per line eacn insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una.
an Investigation which has just been This quaint institution was provided $3S,000 at 4
per cent; City Nation- my intention to take it to the dis No ad to occupy leas space than two
who
and
for in the will of John Leake,
completed here. Never in history
al bank, Lincoln, Nebraska, $200,000 trict court.
lines. All
advertla ments charged
nowhere in the world has a square made a bequest arranging for the at 4
Mr. Hall, the assistant district at
C. C. Catron $1,95g.l0
cent;
per
be booked at space actually set,
will
as
foot of land been worth as much
gift every Saturday morning of 67 (the amount of a judgment against torney, has been requested by me to
without regard to number of words
it is today in the heart of the finan- loaves of bread to the poor folk of the county) at 4 per cent; and
prepare the necessary papers and Cash In advance preferred.
cial district. Search of the leading the parish.
Masslich and Reed, New York, send them to you to be signed. I
Fake Art Exhibition.
foreign cities of the world shows that
$93,008 at 4
per cent. The last bid have no dtsire to prosecute anyone
that the wao
Writh the announcement
outside of New York the highest
in with a proviso that in case unjustly, but when the game laws are
put
esof
real
value placed on a parcel
great Morgan art collection is tc be that no bid at a higher rate was ac- violated everything possible will be
on exhibition here next year comes
tate large enough to hold a
cepted, they would take that amoun. done by this department to bring a
building is about $150 a square foot. another, in some ways even more at V2
per cent, but if any other bids conviction against the guilty parties.
New York has a dozen or more plots startling to the artistic world, pro
No one regrets that this case hap
rate were accepted then
a
of
higher
which even in such a dull market as posing for this city a permanent ex
was to carry the same rate pened more than I do, and I feel sorry
their
bid
command
would
is the present one
hibition of art fakes. The purpose
for the parties Involved, but my duty
as the others.
that figure and more. In fact a sale of such an exhibition rill be purely
G. Sargent, state is very plain, and I certainly will do
W.
motion
of
On
was made not many months ago in educational, for the protection of
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN It.
all bids be rejected ex- all In my power to enforce the law. I
which the property figured at just a American buyers of work3 of art auditor, that
and
Masslich
to
save
tried
them
hard
much
of
trouble
that
Caldwell,
cept
few cents more than $600 a square against the clever forgeries and Imi
per cent, the motic:i and expense by advising them to
foot. The corner of Broadway and tations of old masters wblch are pur Reed f"r i
Wa'il Street brought ?55S.C3 a square chased here In great quantities and being put, was lost, the state auditor plead guilty and have the case ended
in the justice court with the least WANTEDFirst class cook at the
foot when It was sold about ten years sold to the confident collectors who voting for it and the state attorney
treasurer
possible fine, but while some of them
and
agauist
voting
general
old
of
cities
the
the
cannot understand that such paint
English Kitchen.
ago. In
big
It. On Motion of O. N. Marron, that were willing to do so, their lawyers
world the highest values seem to be--' ings are so faithfully
copied and
all" bids be accepted, including thai would not permit them to do it.
W ANTED
is
room
Dining
counterfeited that they can be de
girl. 403
long to a property In Rome. Here
I have given you my views in re
Railroad avenue.
where a value of $430 is to be found, ceived. As a matter of fact the ex of Caldwell, Masslich and Reed, the
at- gard to this case and you may publish
and strange to relate the plot is not penditures of Americans on such motion being put was carried, the
them in your paper if you desire.
treasurer
voting
and
income
general
torney
WANTED
an
Immense
Two good
used for
produc- counterfeits are estimated to run tar
farm hands.
Yours respect fully,
auditor
the
voting
motion
and
the
for
S.
propthe
includes
B.
but
Apply
to
into
millions
building,
the
Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
ing
every year, and
TRINIDAD C. DE BACA.
erty of the German embassy, which keep on a prosperous footing abroad against it.
State Game and Fish Warden WANTED Four mules
Attorney General Clancy think;
3iolds the embassy building and its an industry of the most questionable
ranging from
demanded Prather Case Before Supreme Court
5 to 6 years in age.
Not to exceed
The matter of such an that the rate of interest
expensive gardens. Berlin has a character.
all the
The case of the Territory vs. Con
56 inches high and weighing 900
property which, sold recently for f ISO educational exhibition was taken up on bonds is growing larger
nie E. Prather was argued and sub
to 1,100 pounds.
a square foot, and thereby establish- some time ago with a trustee of the time. There are practically nocentbonds
Inquire of Albuana mitted yesterday in the supreme court.
ed a new high value for real estate Metropolitan mcseum, but came to obtainable today for four per
querque and Cerrillos Coal Comin that city. In Paris the most valu- nothing at that time because he felt the rate is. inclined to go soaring, he K. K. Scott, district attorney of Ros
pany, Madrid, N. M.
able land is placed at $2S0 a square that the museum could not lend itself thinks, in the near future. It would well, representing the appellant.
for
Requisition for Alleged Murderer
foot. Altogether Wall Street's real to an exhibition of fakes. The opening cost some $500 to readvertise
Manro Gusman, who was found in
estate values seem to be in no dan to the public of the great Morgan col- bids.
McKinley county by Deputy Sheriff J.
ger of losing their title to being the lection, however, will bring added atFish Seining Discussed
P.
Dugan, Is wanted in Texas on the FOR SALE CHEAP Office furniture.
In
world.
the
highest
tention to the need of artistic educaThe following was published in the
safe and stoves. Apply to Harold
of murder alleged to have
charge
counterfeiters
Are
tion
Parades
Expensive.
against foreign
Artesia Advocate, which drew forth been committed in Bell
1037 Eighth str-etin
East Las
Cohn,
county,
That New York street parades are who prey on Americans, and it is the letter given below from ames M.
state.
was
Gusman
that
Vegas.
arrested
by
establish
extremely expensive luxuries is a fact hoped may bring about the
Wood,- of the Lakewood Progress, aiid
and admitted
his identity.
which is being emphasized now that ment here of a unique exhibition of which has been answered by State Dugan
Governor
issued
Colquitt
requisition 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
the opening of tho parade season is fakes which will make for the pro- Game Warden Trindad C. de Baca:
to Governor McDonald for Gusman's
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevto
Needless
of
tection
purchasers.
at hand. As an. example of what it
"State Game Warden de Baca had apprehension, and he will be extradit
ens,
Humboldt, Kan.
costs the city to exhibit to
say none of the fakes exhibited will been summoned from Santa Fe and
ed.
sale.
its employes is cited the recent be for
gave Prosecuting Attorney Scott evFOR RENT Front bedrcom.
Examination Questions
Miss
Hunting Squirrels In a City.
parade in which representations of
assistance in arriving at the facts
ery
508
Main
office
Avenue.
The
of
Richley.'
state
the
superintend
That Central park in addition to its
various departments took part. Occuin the case. He expressed himself ent Of nubile instruction ia spnriincr
pying half a das' it has been carefully other attractions provides a profit- as much gratmea to Know m
ollt examination questions today un
.figured out that this parade cost the able if illicit hunting ground for cerValley people as a whole have the ut der direction of Assistant R. F. As
been
has
of
residents
tain
the
city's
taxpayers almost $40,000. This pa
most respect for the game laws, and
rade, made up chiefly of members of brought to light here by the rapid that those who had participated in plund for the examination of appli FOR RENT Three
sunny room
cants for county teachers' certificates.
the police, fire and street cleaning decrease in the number of squirrels
Inof fish for the feast had Those
suitable
for
the
light
securing
housekeeping.
being mailed at present are to
department, to the number of 11,840, which for many years have inhabit been very careful that every provision
623
street.
Twelfth
quire
some
use
70
the
for
of
Raton,
applif
"was about six and
miles long, ed the park. Investigation looking
of the statute was complied with
cants, Silver City for 25, Gallup 10.
o that Its cost was just about ?G,000 to the cause of the decrease In the
out
ROOMS
FOR
RENT No health
"The impression had been given
Dissolution Notice
a mile. The half day's wages of the squirrel population has revealed the that
seekers need apply. Call White
Game Warden Mark Cor
Deputy
WilNotice
of
dissolution
of
the
men in line account for $24,634.75. fact that certain persons have been
Kitchen.
bin of this place, had been a party liamson Ranch and Store
eompany
The cost of the floats and banners making a regular business of killing
the testi- has been filed with the
but
to
an
crime,
alleged
state corpothat "described clearly the particular them for the profit to be obtained
FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
introduced went to show that ration commission, which took
work of the department," as the of- from the sale of their skins. So tame mony
place
on the ground Jnne 2.
been
Corbin
had
Mr.
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
ficial announcement phrased it, was are these little animals that there is
that
himself
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
satisfied
thoroughly
and
them.
in
capturing
$10,000.
Making al- no great difficulty
approximately
was
committed."
no
Eighth street.
wrong
A Worker Appreciates This
lowance for the time that Mayor Gay-ffl- It is asserted that more than one
C.
de
Hon.
Baca,
a
Trinidad
Wm.
resident
of
Morris,
Florence,
and various other city officials hundred have been taken within two
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
Santa Fe. N. M.,
epent in the reviewing stand before weeks from one small section of the
511 Ninth street.
my kidneys and bladder incapa
years
Dear
Sir:
the public library, the whole cost of park, while the total for the whole My
citated me for all work. About eight
one
two
I am enclosing you
papers,
months ago I began using Foley Kidthe afternoon comes close to $40,00. area is estimated as running into the
,
one from
ney Pills, and they have done what
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
But the show was approximately re- thousands. As yet the discovery of printed at Artesia, and
with marked articles for your ether medicines failed to do, and now
of the Interior, U. S.
Department
garded as being worth the money, af- this slaughter has led to no effective
consideration. If the statements in I am feeling fine. I recommend FoLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
fording to anyone who watched it steps for its elimination. ApparentPills."
G.
O.
Schaefer
and
ley
the Artesia papur credited to you are Red Kidney
April 1. 1913.
Cross Drug Store.
from beginning to end an under- ly, however, it Is being realized that
to
Notice is hereby given that Vin
disappear true. I cannot arrest anybody for
standing of the city's machinery that if the squirrels are rot
I
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY
cento Ciddio of Kast Laa Vtgas, who,
lie could get in no other way. More something must be done to put an seining or violating the game laws,,
what
In
have
my
paper
just
on' December 16, 190', made homepublished
SUPPLIES
than that, the entertainment afford- end to the traffic in their hides which
I understood you to say while in Dayof
Bids
the
for
six
months'
heart
stead entry, No. U5201, for W
NW
on
in
the
sup
carried
furnishing
ed must ho included, for the depart- is being
ton. If I am wrong I want to know it, plies for the Stato Penitentiary will M section 31, W
SW
section 30,
ments are vying eagerly to be some- city.
as soon as possible, for I certainly do be jeceived until 9 o'clock a. m. Tues- township 14 N, range 17 IS, N. M. P.
thing more than helpful and Impresnot desire to lose friends and busi- day, June 10th, 1913. Supplies con- M., has filed notice of intention to
were
alone.
sive
Altogether there
ness as I have in the recent suit when sist of groceries, meats, clothing, make five year proof, to establish
558 vehicles in the parade and the
Deafness Cannot be Cured
cannot
as
it is not right for me to do so.
local
they
applications,
leather, etc. A list of these supplies claim to the land above described, beby
floats among them were the last word
diseased portion of the ear.
If the statements in the Artesia pa- with conditions and blank proposals fore Leo M. Tipton, TJ. S. commisAs reach the
In that kind of advertisement.
There is only one way to cure deafthis is only one of the many parades ness, and that is by constitutional per are not true, please write me a will be furnished upon application to sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
June 7, 1913.
an statement to that effect that I may the Superintendent.
io travel Fifth avenue between spring remedies. Deafness is caused by lln-,
mucous
Claimant names as witnesses:
partly vindicate myself, and in a
By order of the Board of Peniten
and fall, it is conservatively estimat- inflamed condition of theTube.
Wheni measure set myself right. There is tiary Commissioners.
Eustachian
the
of
ing
muof
all
cost
of
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East
ed that the
them,
this tube is Inflamed you have a run- absolutely no hard feeling here JOHN B. McMANUS, Superintendent Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru-jillto
close
is
and
otherwise,
and
nicipal
ning sound or Imperfect hearing,
Las Vegas, N. M., Luclnda J. de
a year.
when it is entirely closed, deafness is against the people of Artesia or any Dated: May 31st, 1913.
we
run
other
inflammabeen
Now
but
have
town,
Mexico.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
the
TruJIIlo,
Santa
unless
and
Fe,
the
result,
Old Church to Go.
taken out and this tube over and had our waters seined and
MANUEL R. OTERO.
One of New York's oldest church tion can tobeits normal
condition, hear dynamited by citizens of that town
restored
Register.
buildings, famous in the history of ing will be destroyed forever; nine
to stop
- until we were very anxious
Cadoomed.
Old
are
caused
CARRIAGE
ten
out
of
the city, is apparently
raxes
by
AUTOMOBILE,
the Advocate
f .Tr,r,n'
onft nt the huildinsrs of the itarrb. which is nothing but an tnflam- it. The article in
MHO
mucous
surfaces
condition of the
TAX PAYMENTS
speaks of the "neighbors further
xroat Trinity corporation, built 106 " Wo
SIGN
PAINTING
will give One Hundred Dollars down the creek."
was
if
it
Now,
is
Notice
must
row
is
nereDy given tnat any
announced
it
ago,
years
fQr any cagfi of Deafnea8 (caused by further down the
N. O.
creek why didn't
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
shortly give way to make room for ratarrra that cannot be cured
by
circu-ingbecome delinquent on June 1, 1913,
429 GKAND AVE.
they seine nearer home in their
subway extensions and street widen-- 1 Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for
own waters, bo to speak? Simply beand after July 1, 1913 will be subject
With it will go one more of Jars, free.
J. CHFEY.CO Toledo, Ohio. cause there are no fish in the waters
to a penalty of five per centum.
the rapidly vanishing .and marks P
near Artesia, having been seined and
Further notice is hereby given, that
CAR!!
constilamous wnen wnai is nu mc uciuci
LOCAL TIME
Take Hall's Family Pills for
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
dynamited out. This is a notorious
of the city was looked upon as being pation.
and well known fact, and this is the
published of the public sale of all
out 5n the country. When this famEAST BOUND
first time they have ever been caught.
property upon which taxes of A. D.
ous chapel was erected in 1807 it cost
Arrive
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
Please
articles
the
Bepur
read
of
carefully,
sum
those
enormous
No Substitute Could do This
tho
for
days
. 8:15
m..
for such sale, and such property upp
f 3,772,833 and occupied a part of the No inferior substituteTillsbut only the and then tell me whether the Artesia No. 2... 9:10
could have paper or my paper is right. If the No. 4... 11:05
.11:05' P.
on which taxes of 1912 are then delinm..
vast, acreage known as King's farm genuine Foley Kidney
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of his statements in the Artesia
2:10
No. S.
2:05
are
quent, will ba sold as required by the
on the lower west side of the island
paper
trouble. He says: , "I was
kidney
2:10
No.
session Laws of 1913.
10...
1:45
no
will
save
the
which was granted to Trinity some bothered with backache, and the pain tftie
power on earth
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
WEST BOUND
208 years ago by Queen Anne. This would run up to the back of my head, fish between these two lakes
1:46
1913.
PleaBe do not delay, but let me No. 1. .. 1:20 p. m
srreat, grant, with nearly a mile of and I had spells of dizziness. I took
Pills and they did the know at once so that I will know bow No. 8... 6:10 a. m
6:15
EUGENIO ROMERO, .
ilroTitage on the Hudson, now worth Foley Kidneyam now
work and I
entirely rid of to
4:30
No.
m
and f ficlo Collector, San
Treasurer
4:20
"hundreds of miliums of dollars, was
be
would
7...
It
I
think
best
p.
proceed.
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
7:00
Miguel County, N. M.
... 6:35 p. m
Ciit'ti looked upon as being practical- - Red Vross
for you to make a statement for pub No.
Drug Store.
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

ABE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WM3T

IMMENSE

CHAPMAN

A.

COLUMN

'

KISS
Wanted

For Saie
,

Jk

j

NO. 2, A. F. & L.
Regular com- -

vited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary. J

o. O. MOOSE Meets seconC
fourth Thursday evening easi
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visitlki
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
Secretary.

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541.
O. of B. B. Meets
every first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month in the vestrj
.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at
y KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conulave sec. d Tuea-dao'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
In each month at
Invited.
Isaac Appol
cordially
Temple at 7:39 p. m. Q. H.
President; Charles Greenclay, See
Klnkel, E.
Chas. Tamme. Reretary.
I.

Reg-.vyul-

y

Ma-aoni-o

C;

corder.

i. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER
MASONS

1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their ball on Sixth street All vlsll
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedcock, cemetery trustee.

NO. 3, ROY-

Regilar con
vocation first Mdnday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets flrat and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Love at Vyoodmen of the World
Mrs. J. O. Rutlede, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Main 329.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dep
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty. Visiting members are espe102 Mes every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially invitO. R. C. Hall, on Douglafc avenue.at
ed.

o'clock.' Visiting members are
cordially welcoma J. C. Werti,
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
8

ATTOKNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hu

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Attorneys-at-Lafourth
Tuesday evening of eacb Las Vegas.
New Mex- imonth Elks home on Ninth street
brott-ersarand Douglas avenue. Visiting
DBXTISTS
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con-doDR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTH
Secretary.
Crockett Building.
Main
COUN- Office Telephone
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Mala
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Pioneer building.
Visiting memDentist
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Dental work of any descrlptlo
Devlne, O. It; Frank Angel, T. S.
B.

1

LODGE

DORADO

EL

I

NO.

KNIGHTS OF PY
TH I AS Meets
ery Monday even

the-pub- lic

For Rent

M.

munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers oordiallv in

',

Cold-wel-

full-size- d

LODGE

lie i

VVS

i

'i

--

1

VV

it m
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Professional Health Culture for Ladlsi
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
!ng in Castle Hall
General Massage, Hair and Scalj
Knigiiti
Visiting
Manicure
t.re eordlallv lnvlt Treatment, Facial Massage,
Hotel.
Plaza
fc!i'.
Chas Llebaca
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. n
aer,
cnanceupi
Commfinder.

ry Martin,
Seal.

moderate prices.
1 Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, Ni M.

Room

Harrj

Keeper of Records and
'

'

Subscribe for The Optic.

one-hal-

Lake-wood-

CRYSTAL IGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

RETAIL PRICES
20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

AGUAPURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best
U

HERMAN

ex-O-

1200 Lincoln. Ave

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

o

,

(.

Market Finders

hom among all
Claesifle'i ada. search out the people to
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vO somsoas
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would sever
hear i
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want U
to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of sisefulness of any sort, and musical !v
'
struments.
.

are anxious

As the classified ads. are read bj all possible buye-.s- , of all
stble sorts of thlags, they have come to be finders of tha beat

f

it

i
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Paraphrasing the words of Horace Greely, "The way to succeed is to advertise."
There is scarcely a notable commercial success that has not been built upon the so
lid foundation of advertising, and, likewise, practically all good, clean, honest business that advertises legitimately is successful.

c

oo
o
o
o

Whenever you see a manufacturer
with the retailers of this city or
a group of cities in the United, States in an advertising campaign on behalf of his
merchandise you may safely make up your mind to three things
co-operatin-

g

C)
C)

FIRST, the merchandise has merit.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

J

o

SECOND, both the manufacturer and the merchant are progressive, dependable people with whom to do business.

o
n

THIRD, they are successful and merit your confidence and patron
age.
Manufacturers are beginning to understand that the only way to create actual,
demand for a product is to advertise it locally-- in daily
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"over-the-counte- r"
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In Fresh fruits

LOCAL

--

Oranges
Bananas
Grapefruit

Pineapples
Table Apples

Apricots
Green Beans
Beets

Wax Beans
Turnips
Tomatoes

STEARNS STORE
We Close at Noon

Decoration Day

SOIIIR

NtWS

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1913.

SCHOOL HAS

URGE
Don't forget the big dunce at

o'clock

STUDENTS

automobile' lamps
this evening.

at

7:5C

66i

iff

TV

ANOTHER TALK

i

ENROLLMENT

F. B.

hall tonight.

Light

riissouri Strawberries California Strawberries
California Blackberries
California Red Raspberries
t.M Table Cherries

OPTIC.

REPRESENTATIVE OF BEST IN NEW MEXI-CEDUCATION.
ARE

rqrsr
III
&

With a larger and more representative enrollment than it has ever be
The Polished Steel
fore enjoyed the summer school of
Line'
the New Mexico Normal University
again leads all
Another little rain like that one
de
opened yesterday for the session of
others in
we had this afternoon wouldn't do 1913.
One hundred and seventy-eigh- t
m
of
us any' harm.
sign,
students enrolled yesterday in the
unconstruction and
summer school proper, while 70 en
Eastern Star ladies will give a ball rolled in the San Miguel county Instiexcelled
workmanship
June 11 at the armory.
Music by
tute, which is conducted by teachers
Mrs. Simison's five piece orchestra.
from the Normal and whose students
are classed as summer school studFinch's Golden Wedding ttye, aged ents. This
brings the enrollment up'
In the wood. Direct from the distilto 248. It is expected the total will
lery to you. At the Lobby, of course. come near 300 before the session
closes, 280 having been reached toThe Ladles' Aid society of the
day with the arrival of belated seekChristian church will meet tomorrow ers
after Increased knowledge.
with Mrs. C. E. Lewis, 1025 Fourth
The students this year are represenstreet
tative of the educational corps of the
state. There is a large percentage
El Porvenir stage will run daily
of principals,
superintendents and
i"lie"reir)ainder of the season. Capteachers of( important grades and
'
acity, five passeneers. Fare $1.00. subjects. The Pecos
valley is repreround trip. Phone Main 20.
30 having
sented by a big
1
ONL r AT'
come In on one train yesterday.
The board of county commissioners
Students from all parts of the state
were in session all day as a board of
have been coming in for the past few
The
commissioners
eqjualizat)ton.
days so that the out of tfiwn students
Y. M. C. A.
Opposite
likely will be occupied with tax mat- outnumber the home folk in the Norters until the close of the week. ,
mal. The many different courses that
are
in the summer school
The Buen Tiempo Dancing club were taught
started today. For the teachers MANUAL
TRAINING TO
was in session all day as a board of
who wish to review some of the studon Friday
night at the Fraternal ies that
to
when
the
teach
they are
Brotherhood hall. This aance promI. TAUGHT IN SCHOOLS
session ofo school opens, a
regular
to
ises
be a most enjoyable affair.
special course has been provided. This
course offers all the studies of a well
Cecil Boucher, who was reported
maintained school and will be a big BOARD OF EDUCATION ESTABto be in a serious condition some
LISHES A NEW COURSE TO
benefit to a large number of teachtime ago, has recovered from his
BE INSTALLED NEXT YEAR.
ers. The normal cocrse also is given
slight injury and is expected to re- in the summer session. All profesturn to this city in about a week for
At a meeting of the board of edusional studies required' for any grade
a visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of certificate are offered in this de- cation, held last night in the ctiy hall,
C. D. Boucher. He is attending the
it was decidedVto create a department
partment.
University of Illinois at Champaign.
A practice training department also of manual
training in the public
is maintained. This department en- schools. Grades from ,the fifth upThe San Miguel county teachers' inables a teacher to observe an expert ward will be included in this departstitute, which began Monday in the
the branches she wishes to ment, which will run through the high
teaching
North scBhool building on the West
toarh and to do practice teaching her school course.
side, promises to be the most success- self if she needs the credit for graduManual training has been needed
ful Institute ever held1 here. The
by the schools for a number of years.
certificate.
or
a
for
ation
professional
enrollment is 75. Dr. M. F. DesMar-ais- , Tn
every department of the school the Superintendent Rufus Mead1 has encounty superintendent, is great- best of Instructors have been provid- deavored for several years to secure
ly pleased w'ith the showing made.
ed and those who attend this session the establishment of a department to
will receive the best possible train- teach this branch. Now that he has
The meeting ot the Fraternal
that can be obtained in any Nor- been successful, he is enthusiastical
Brotherhood last night was a most ing
ly preparing to make the new course
mal during the summer.
interesting and enjoyable affair. Fola success. Byron 3. Read, it is un
lowing the initiation of 35 new mem
derstood, will have charge of this de
bers a delicious
repast was served
The new improvements that have partment.
anrl the rest of the evening was spent
The board elected Miss Jeanette
been
made on the band stand in Linin unncing. About GO members of the
Ward
and Miss Mossy York to the
coln park add to the attractiveness1
lodge attended. The supreme vice
of teachers. They will replace
staff
which
of
the
band
The
stand,
park.
president of the order, Mrs. Emma
those who resigned at the close of
It. Neldig and State Manager Boyer has been painted white, shows tip the recent school
year. Miss Ward
was
scheduled to give
well. The band
were present.
a concert tonight in Hilsite park at and Miss York are experienced teach
The rain, however, ers, having been employed in. the
On Monday evening June 9 there 7:45 o'clock.
schools of San Marcial and Clayton,
will
prevent.
will be a meeting of the officers of probably
respectively.
the Forum of Las Vegas' with Dr.
Other business transacted by the
Jacob Landau at the Plaza hotel.
board was purely of a routine nature.
Colonel Twitchell will be present to
BOYS LEADING
explain his statement made before
BIG GRADUATING
CLASS
the Forum some time ago to the
4.
Columbia
New
June
Uni
Pork,
that Las Vegas should have a
CANAL CONTEST versity 'today graduated more than
offAll
the
Chautauqua assembly.
2,000 students, the largest number in
icers of the Forum and the teachers
the 159 years of its existence. It is
to
of the city are requested
be
YOUNGSTERS IN THE Y. M. C. A fs2l4fl.M- Jthe largest army- of stu
SHOWING
ARE
CAMPAIGN
dents ever sent out from a single uniBURST OF SPEED
versity in this or any other country
a
has
received
tele
Mayor Taupert
at, one time.
gram from C. M. Hutchison of Marfa,
the
of
The
membership
standing
Tex., inquiring as to the whereabouts
contest at the Y. M. C. A. is as fol-- .
of S. E. Hutchison, who, he says, was
business
follows:
Boys, 20 miles,
brought from Tipton,, N. M., to Las
10 miles; seniors, four miles.
men,
a
Vegas recently for treatment in
this record is small yet it
hospital. Inquiry at the hospitals Although
is
that the trael across the
expected
here disclosed the fact that nobody
named Hutchison has been treated canal tomorrow will be fast enough
there for several months. Any per- to enable at least one ship to finish
son who knows anything about the the trip. The business men expect to
whereabouts of Hutchison is request- come out ahead by the close of the
contest which is to occur tomorrow
ed to notify the mayor.
night.
The Locos were defeated last night
THAT
at the Elks' alleys by the Peons by
THE LIBRARY REPORT
a score of 2,313 to 2,079. The game .The monthly report of the
e
was fast, bul much in favor of the
public library has been subworking Peons during the three mitted by the librarian, Miss Rebecca
strings. Conway for the Peons made Rowland.
This report shows about
the' high "score for the evening with the same condition as was shown last
509 pins to his credit The scores month. No marked increase in acWe a.
headwere. Peons Conway, 509; Martin,
tivity is nojced, though interest hjolds
446; Ament, 394; Losey, 504;
The
up well for the spring months.
4C0.
Locos E. E. Johnson, number of books in the
library May
461; Witten, 454; Springer, 379; C. L was 8,154; the number added
by
W. G. Ward, 375; Amundsen, 410.
gift, three; the number added by
in
purchase, eight; the total in the libFor several months the city has rary on May 31 was 8,165. This shows
been planning to lay a line of drain an increase over the April report.
The number of cards issued to new
pipe tq carry the water from the
STRAWBERRIES AND
Normal hill into the Gallinas river. patrons during May was five; the
Yesterday work was begun, with the number of books loaned, 703; the
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
result that rain has been falling con- number of persons using the library
In
of
daily papers
stantly, practically ever since. The 1,121; the number
pipe line is to be of
pipe. the library four; the number of weekIt will run from the corner of ly periodicals 10, and the number of
That busi
Twelfth street and National avenue monthly magazines, 16to the Gallinas river, emptying into ness in the library win pick up dur
that stream under the county bridge. ing the summer is expected, as a
Mayor Taupert Bays he would have number of the students of the schools
begun the pipe line a long time ago are taking advantage of their vaca
U4I
fcata M A
ifjirmAt
had he known that was all that was tion and are spending tneir time in
needed to cause a rain.
a most profitable way, reading.
Try a dram ot 014 Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
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& MARX CLOTHES

attractive

plici ty

This make of clothing is distinguished
among clothes. The man who wears them
shows it and is proud of it. We make a
.special feature of these goods and consider
it our right to continoubly harp on their
good qualities.- - The fabrics are perfectly
shrunk and correctly tailored.

It!

I

They're the true Economy in clothes
and cost just enough to be good as clothes
can be.

I

We

Carry Them rv
REGULARS. LONGS txnd
STOUTS

THE ROSENTHAL

te

THERE IS NO LIE ON TOE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

"HUNTS

QUALITY FRUITS"

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At J. H. STEARNS
THE OLD RELIABLE

AIN WAGON

ef-le-

2'

X

'

1

.'3

1

1

--

Co.

ross, Kelly

ISANITARYl
BAKERY GOODS

Sole Agents

GREENBERGER
.a;"-Ts3rjCTsj";iM-

wlflKC yOUT

,

porcll

the most comfort- -

able room about
the house.
You can do it

at little cost by using the famous

AERO LU21
Porch Shades, a Seltox Grass Rug and a few of our low priced
Porch Chairs. Remember, we have the largest line of Porch
Swings and Furniture in the city.
-

J.

JOHNSEN

G.

"Complete Home Furnishers"

$150 will

buy

SON

L

East Las Vegas, N. M.

2 good building

lots on Tilden avenue.

$600 will buy 3 good building lot on Fifth street.
$950 will buy 4 room adobe house on a good corner.
$1300 will buy nice 5 room frame house on 2 lots well Improved

on Eighth street.
i
$'C50 will buy modern frame house
'

'

street.

5

rooms,

2

lots on Jackson

will . buy modern 6 room house, all improvements, including furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room house, everything
3 lots, best location on hill.
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
'
WE CAN SUIT YOU
$3250

THE INVESTMENT &
...
603 Lincoln Ave.

AGENCY

CORPORATION

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager,

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE

FROM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER
IT
SATISFIES
i
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
'

-

i

.

THE BEST

Car-n?ti-

CHAS

1

&uw2ii .;.

Hen-rlque- z,

Tea anil Coffee name
Of Satisfying fame
I

These

famous Teas and

Coffees

are sold in Las Vegas only by

CAN BE MADE

re
quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits Season

h

IE GRAAF

I IIAYVARD

COMPANY

cue

IS

Belter Milk For a Better Town
Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
test for cream quality.

Babcock

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
modern
cities.
by
-

.

Ring out the old mistaken methods.
Ring in the new correct ones.
'
.

Our dairy' deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

7

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street

Las Vejjas, New Mex
Time
M.
A.
4
2 P. SI.
and
Milking

